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Surface forces
apparatus sales
top $1 million

An architect's model of the townhouse development to be built on campus next year. Photo: Stuart Hay.

Prime lakeside site for
University townhouses
A two million dollar townhouse development is to be built next year in the grounds of the University. The 45 units will
be situated on what is arguably the most desirable piece of real estate in Canberra — just up from the foreshore of Lake
Burley Griffin on Acton Peninsula with spectacular views across the water towards the Captain Cook water jet, the
National Library and the new Parliament House.
The townhouses were first planned in 1985
but were not finally approved by University
Council until last month. Construction work
will begin early in the new year and it is
anticipated that the units will be ready for
occupation in time for the 1989 academic
year.
According to the ANU Housing Officer, Mr
Kel O'Neill, the units will be mainly for the
use of Visiting Fellows on short term appointments. 'At present we have no real suitable
accommodation for such people. They stay
whenever possible at University House but
often there is no room for them, particularly if
they bring their families. So we had to decide

whether to build a new wing on to University
House or erect another facility altogether.'
The new townhouses will comprise 13 two
bedroom units, 20 single units and 12 bedsitters. Each one will have kitchen facilities and
will be fully serviced if required.
Mr O'Neill says it has not yet been decided
what will be the maximum length of stay. That
will be largely determined by demand. 'Our
intention is to manage the townhouses as a
normal commercial enterprise, doing our best
to ensure that they are occupied as fully as
possible. Weekly rental will range from one
hundred to two hundred dollars depending on

Library purchases
electronic encyclopaedia
More new technology has arrived at the Library in the form of an electronic
encyclopaedia, which represents 20 volumes of the Grolier Encyclopaedia
neatly contained on an optical disc.
According to the Librarian, Mr Colin
Steele, this is the first public-access optical
disc and it will be available for students and
staff in the Library within the next few weeks.
Searching for information on the disc is
similar to searching in an encyclopaedia but
much faster. The data contained on the disc
are easily accessible and the user may also call
up pages of text containing key words.
Information is imprinted on the optical disc
using laser beams. As nothing touches the disc
during reading it has a very long life. Players
are IBM-compatible. The relatively low cost

of the optical discs will eventually make them
available not only to public libraries but to
personal-computer users as well.
The electronic encyclopaedia is only the
first of the optical discs to be purchased by the
Library. On order for trials are discs containing dissertation abstracts, sociological abstracts and a number of other packages. Mr
Steele told ANU Reporter a player would be
made available to students and staff in the
Library to enable them to become familiar
with optical-disc technology.

the size of the unit and whether it will be
serviced. It is envisaged that tenants will also
pay an associate membership fee for University House enabling access to the restaurant
and other facilities.
The block of land set aside for the townhouses is between numbers 8 and 14 Liversidge Street. It has a pleasant natural landscape with several mature native trees. Mr
O'Neill says although several architecturally
impressive plans were submitted for consideration, a simple, low-key design was ultimately chosen. 'We wanted something that
would blend in well with the natural surroundings and maintain the peaceful environment.
In some instances we moved the planned
location of units so as to preserve as many of
the existing trees as possible.' The maximum
height of the units will be two storey, with a
pale cream brick exterior, red aluminium window frames and green timberwork, including
wood balustrade.
The building of the townhouses is a major
part of the current upgrading of the University's property stock. 'We are looking at all
our accommodation at present' said Mr
O'Neill. 'Houses in some outlying suburbs
have been sold off, while others in the inner
city area are being upgraded. However we are
finding that more and more people are wanting
to live right on campus, particularly if they are
here for only a short period and don't have
furniture or a car. These townhouses should
largely fill that need and at the same time bring
the University's accommodation up to the
international standard expected by national
and overseas visitors as we move into the
1990s.

Sales of the pioneering surface forces
appratus, which was designed, developed and manufactured in the
Research School of Physical Sciences
(RSPhysS), have reached $1.1 million. The surface forces apparatus is a
unique device that measures the
forces between two surfaces that are
separated by a tiny fraction of a
millimetre.
The University's marketing company,
ANUTECH, has sold the apparatus to 11
laboratories, in universities and industry, in
Sweden, Britain, the United States, Japan and
Canada. The first sale was in 1982, to Imperial
College, London, and the most recent to
Eastman Kodak in the U.S.A. Two more sales
are being negotiated and further ones are
expected to follow the identification of the
importance of the science of surfaces and thin
films by the American Office of Science and
Technology Policy.
The apparatus has been the flagship of
ANUTECH. When the company began its full
commercial operations in July, 1982, the
apparatus and the White Cliffs solar energy
project were its two activities.
Researchers in the Department of Applied
Mathematics have recently started using two
new surfaces in the apparatus. These surfaces
promise to extend dramatically its range of
application. A Senior Research Fellow in the
Department, Dr Roger Horn, and a Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr Mark Clarkson, have been
experimenting with sapphire crystals grown in
the UK and obtained from this U.S.A. A
Research Fellow, Dr Hugo Christenson, and a
PhD student, Mr John Parker, have started
studying the interactions between a mica and a
silver surface in the Department.

NEW CERAMICS
Previously the surfaces were two smooth
layers of mica, between which various liquids
could be interposed. The use of mica has
limited the number of materials to which the
device could be applied. New ceramics and
materials used in optics and electronics could
now have their surface forces measured. In
particular, it will be possible to study the
adhesion between both like and unlike pairs of
materials, which is vitally important in these
fields.
The apparatus is manufactured in the workshops of RSPhysS with great precision.
Attempts to copy the design have been
unsuccessful. A senior laboratory craftsman,
Mr Peter East, has worked on the manufacture
since its inception and his skill has contributed
significantly to the successful product.

'Goodbye' says last interior designer
Hans Pillig's small office is jam-packed with history. His filing cabinet reveals
a fascinating panorama of ANU from its earliest days.
Mention the opening of the John Curtin School
of Medical Research (JCSMR) two decades
ago, and Mr Pillig will flick through his
folders and find design sketches of the special
dais on which Sir Howard Florey stood to give
his address. In the same file, other sketches —
yellowing with time — show the various
canopies considered to protect Sir Howard's
head from the elements.
The sole remaining interior designer at
ANU, Hans Pillig leaves this month after 32
years. He began as a joiner in a workshop
attached to JCSMR but came quickly to the
notice of the University's first appointed
interior designer, Mr Fred Ward. Recognising
his potential, Mr Ward invited him to join the
Design Unit and so began a long career which
has seen his creative mark stamped on almost
all the University's buildings.
'In the 1950s and 60s, Australian industry
produced very little furniture suitable for
institutions like ANU. So we designed our
own and it was either built here or contracted
out to factories. Part of my job was to inspect
the factories and supervise the work — it
involved a lot of travelling to Sydney and
Melbourne.
'In some cases, the factories went on to use
our designs for their own products. It is a pity
that there was nothing in existence then like
ANUTECH, because we could have sold
rather than given the designs to the manufacturers, benefiting the University financially in
the process'.
At the height of the Design Unit's operations, its six staff were outfitting up to three
new buildings a year. 'We were very busy. As
well as new work, we were often called in
to re-arrange existing offices to suit different
staff.

His other jobs included designing and
making one-off gifts for visiting dignitaries.
Former United States President, Lyndon B.
Johnson has a cigar box hand-crafted by Mr
Pillig which was presented on his historic visit
to Australia during the Vietnam era. Another
piece Mr Pillig is particularly proud of is a
Tasmanian Blackwood coffee table with a
floating glass top — a farewell gift to former
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Anthony Low.
Although he has still been designing fittings
and specialised pieces of furniture, very few
tables and chairs are now made for the
University. 'These days, due to the skill of
industrial designers, most of the furniture we
require is readily available on the market. The
University's Working Environment Advisory
Committee now suggests what we should buy
and this is usually done through Central
Stores'.
There are two matters that concern Hans
Pillig on the eve of his retirement. Firstly he
believes that many of the individually designed pieces of furniture built for the University
(many of them by Fred Ward, who is widely
regarded as one of Australia's most important
twentieth century designers) lie forgotten in
the storage tunnel above Parkes Way. He
believes many of the pieces are historically
significant and should be resurrected and
preserved.
Secondly, as the sole remaining member of
the Design Unit, he has in his charge all the
sketches and plans showing in minutest detail
the building of the Australian National University. As it is possible that his job will not be
filled, what, he wonders, will happen to these
when he has gone?

Hans Pillig is framed between the display cases he designed for the Department of Classics, Faculty of Arts.
What will happen to his designs when he has gone? Photo: Bob Cooper.

'At ANU the electricity
doesn't fail!'
Do you remember those remarkable terracotta Chinese warriors which visited
Australia a few years back? A small team of three Chinese scientists, using the
latest carbon 14 techniques, has recently dated the near life-size figures at about
2,100 years.
A member of that team was a geochemist,
Assistant-Professor Zhou Weijan, who at 34
years of age is one of the youngest academics of
such rank in China.
This year. Professor Zhou is at ANU, furthering her studies of carbon dating technology in
the Research School of Pacific Studies (RSPacS). It is no surprise that she is here. Since
Australia and China established diplomatic relations in the 1970s, ANU has developed
strong ties with several Chinese tertiary institutions, including the Xian Laboratory of Loess
and Quaternary Geology at Academia Sinica,
where Professor Zhou works. The Director of
her laboratory is one of China's most prominent scientists. Professor Liu Tungsheng, who
was presented with an honorary Doctorate of
Science when he visited ANU in May this year.
Professor Liu's laboratory, set up in 1985 in
Shaanxi Province, is located near the famous
Loess Plateau with its abundance of human and
other fossils, some of which have been dated at
1.2 million years. Workers at the Institute are
studying the plateau's sedimentary deposits in
an effort to understand the environmental changes which have taken place during its vast history.
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China has many carbon 14 dating
laboratories, but as Professor Zhou admits,
most have to be content with relatively antiquated equipment. However, her new
laboratory has some of the most modem scientific equipment in the country and is of international standard. Influential in its establishment was Mr John Head, a Senior Research
Officer in the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory,
RSPacS.
He has visited the Loess region several times
and spent 14 weeks at the Xian laboratory last
year, teaching its scientists how to use
chemical treatment techniques for samples in
order to take full advantage of the highly sophisticated equipment which had just been installed.
Professor Zhou says one of the pleasures of
working at ANU is that spare parts for the
scientific equipment can be obtained so readily. Also, the electricity supply here is reliable. 'At our lab in China, we may be in the
process of carrying out some difficult work
when the electricity will suddenly fail.
However, we do have plans to build our own
generator.'

A problem for Chinese academics visiting
overseas is that their families are not allowed to
travel with them. Professor Zhou's husband, a
geologist, is studying for six months in Germany, and their six year old daughter is having
to stay with relatives. Professor Zhou will have
no opportunity to see her husband and child
until she returns to China next year.

Until then. Professor Zhou will continue testing sediment samples she brought from Loess
Plateau. As well, she is working on a project
led by Professor Donald Walker, the Head of
the Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology, RSPacS, to study the ecology of trees
in the politically sensitive rainforests of North
Queensland, using the radiocarbon technique.

Prize winner criticises
foreign 'aid mentality'

The Milky Way

Much overseas aid provided by the developed countries is so contrary to the
needs of poor recipients that they are passively resisting, even sabotaging,
development projects, according to one of the winners of the University's 1986
Crawford Prizes for postgraduate students.
Dr Douglas Porter, now a postdoctoral
fellow in the Department of Human Geography, Research School of Pacific Studies
(RSPacS), blamed the perspective underlying
development aid programs, which has been
dubbed the 'development vending machine
mentality'.
Dr Porter's prize-winning PhD thesis was
based on six case studies in Western Samoa,
Fiji, New Zealand and the Philippines. He is
currently preparing it for publication.
Dr Porter did his first degree in economics
and geography at the University of Waikato in
Hamilton, New Zealand, then studied regional
development and worked on development
projects in New Zealand and the Pacific. This
work provided case studies for his research at
ANU.
In his PhD he examined the historical roots
of development theory, the ethics of aid
professionals and the evaluation of projects.
Over the last few years the theory of
overseas aid has become dominated by talk of
'professionalism' and the use of sophisticated
economic models. The models indicate what
'inputs' are needed to generate growth. The
development projects taken on by aid agencies, such as the Australian International
Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB),
are then dictated by these models.
From the point of view of the recipients, Dr
Porter criticised this approach as too abstract.
The aid devoted to integrated regional development tended to miss the mark. A macroeconomic view from Canberra might not
apply to local circumstances, he said. The
projects did not strengthen local capacities and
institutions, failed to mobilise local resources,
including finance, and restricted local initiatives.

APPROACHES
Dr Porter said that the approaches and
methods of aid professionals institutionalised
the people on the receiving end into frames of
reference and organisation which often meant
they had no chance to participate on their own
terms. After the 'inputs' ceased, the development was not sustained.
The thesis described a broad 'development
malaise', where development activities tended
to concentrate authority and wealth in the
elites and increase the oppression of the poor.
An example from the case studies in the thesis
was Australian aid in Zamboanga del Sur in
the Philippines where the development strategy was linked to the central government and
the military. In such cases, the villagers often
felt the most appropriate response was nonviolent resistance, foot-dragging and flight.
Some resorted to sabotage.
Dr Porter said that big development aid
projects were 'twiddling a human knob on a
vending machine', treating the people as an
afterthought.
Development had to be organised to avoid
creating resistance. The recipients had to be
given more knowledge of what was planned
and control over decisions rather than having
dams, roads or modern agricultural techniques
delivered on a universally prescribed basis.
'We must be particularly responsive to the
local situation,' he said.

Successful development programs in West
Africa began with thorough research and the
organising of local people, Dr Porter said.
External skills and money were used sparingly
while local resources were built up. The
control, management and evaluation of projects was devolved to those supposed to be
benefiting from them. Peasants formed
alliances to increase their financial and political strength.
Dr Porter is planning a second book on
locally managed development projects that
have had some success. These projects are in
the Solomon Islands, the Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh, Sudan and Kenya.

Linguist
honoured
An ANU linguist has been awarded
the Vanuatu Independence Medal
for services to the republic.
Dr Darrell Tyron, a Senior Fellow in the
Department of Linguistics, Research School
of Pacific Studies (RSPacS^told ANU Reporter he was absolutely delighted with the
honour, which was presented to him by
President Ati George Sokomanu at a ceremony
held in the President's office in Vila on 25
September. The ceremonhy was attended by
the Australian High Commissioner to
Vanuatu, Mr Greg Irwin, and Mrs Irwin, and
representatives of the Vanuatu government.
Dr Tryon has been involved in language research in Vanuatu for the past 20 years and was
an advisor to the constitutional committee on
language matters prior to Vanuatu's independence in 1980. He also carried out its first
systematic language survey of the islands, the
results of which were published in a book by
Pacific Linguistics. His main interest is in
Oceanic languages and he has played an active
role in Vanuatu's Cultural Centre for many
years. Dr Tryon is particularly interested in the
preservation of tradition in Vanuatu and in teaching young Vanuatuans the techniques of recording.
The Vanuatu Independence Medal has been
awarded to very few non-Vanuatuans.

The Milky Way — the afterlife dreaming of the Yirritja moiety of the Aboriginal people of
Northeast Arnhem Land, is one of a number of Aboriginal artworks owned by ANU and on
display until the end of the month at the Exhibition Room of the University Drill Hall
Gallery. Admission (Wednesday to Sunday: noon to 5pm) and catalogues are free. This
painting is by one of the region's outstanding artists, Banapana Maymuru, who with his
father Narritjin Maymuru, was a Creative Arts Fellow at ANU in 1978. Both artists, who
were of the Yolgnu people, near Yirrkala, have since died. Photo: Stuart Hay.

Indonesian elections ^peaceful' — academic
Indonesia's elections earlier this year were probably the most peaceful the country has seen, according to Mr Andrew
Maclntyre, politics speaker at the Indonesia Update, organised last month by the Department of Political and Social
Change and the Indonesia Project in the Research School of Pacific Studies (RSPacS).
Mr Maclntyre said the armed forces seemed
less inclined to give open support to the
government electoral organisation, Golkar,
than in previous elections, and there had been
relatively few violent incidents. It appeared
the government was firmly in control and that
Indonesia could expect 'more of the same'
over the next few years.
The seminar, which has become an annual
event, reviews political, economic and social
trends in Indonesia over the previous year and
has become an important forum for the
exchange of views between academics, officials and the informed public.

Mr Maclntyre, a postgraduate student in the
Department of Political and Social Change,
recently returned from a year's fieldwork in
Jakarta for research on policy-making at senior
levels in the Indonesian Government. He was
in Jakarta during the elections.
During discussion, Dr Harold Crouch of the
same department, also pointed to the apparently low level of political tension, but noted
signs of a loss of morale in the ruling elite,
especially over the issue of corruption.
Dr Hal Hill, head of the RSPacS Indonesia
Project, said that while Indonesia had been
badly hit by the fall in oil prices, the
government had performed well in cutting

expenditure. On the other hand, Dr Robert
Rice of Monash University, questioned
whether the Indonesian economy, already in
recession, needed further government spending cuts.
It was suggested in discussion that the
recent international stockmarket crash might
benefit Indonesia by reducing interest rates.
During the forum, a new book was launched. It is The demographic dimension in
Indonesian development (OUP Kuala Lumpur), written by Dr Terry Hull and Dr Gavin
Jones, of RSPacS, together with Dr Valerie
Hull and Dr Graeme Hugo.
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Are diamonds forever?
How old are diamonds? No way has
yet been devised for answering this
question directly, although it is now
possible to get an indirect answer by
dating minerals that crystallised synchronously with diamond. A group of
scientists in the Research School of
Earth Sciences (RSES), led by Professor Bill Compston, have an ongoing
project to do just this, using the
School's ion microprobe to date zircon found associated with diamonds
from various environments.
Suitable samples are rare, and a visiting Soviet
scientist has been using the ion microprobe to
determine the age of zircons containing small
crystals of diamond (so-called 'microdiamonds'). These diamond-bearing zircons,
along with associated diamond-bearing garnets, have only recently been discovered in
Kazakhstan in the Soviet Union. The first brief
description of these rocks was published in
July, in the Soviet journal Geology and
Geophysics. These diamonds are found only
as inclusions within zircon and garnet (both
used as gems); these host minerals may have
protected these particular crystals from conversion to graphite as the rocks were brought
back to the surface. The ion microprobe in
RSES, constructed in the School's workshops,
is the only one of its type in the world and can
date even the most minute particles of suitable
minerals such as zircon. Dating the diamondbearing zircons will give earth scientists
insights into both the processes involved in the
formation of these unique diamonds, as well
as more general information about the processes that shaped the planet.

COURIER

Dr Alexander Sobolev is pictured using the ion microprobe at ANU. Picture courtesy RSES.
be exerted, and, when released, the soccer ball
(or the diamond-bearing rocks) soon pop back
up to the surface. The forces involved are
greater than many geologists thought likely
within the earth.
Dr Sobolev told ANU Reporter that the
Kazakhstan diamonds were thought to have
formed at pressures of 40 kilobars (or 40,000
atmospheres), equivalent to depths within the
earth of about 120 kilometres. The diamonds
were discovered when the scientists inspected
the rocks through a microscope. Most are
small, about 10 microns (or one hundredth of a
millimetre) across, and are of no commercial
but great scientific value. The diamonds and

their enclosing host minerals (zircon and
garnet) crystallised together at these very high
pressures. Thus dating the zircons tells when
the diamonds crystallised and better enables
eluciation of the processes leading to their
formation. Preliminary analysis of the results
indicates that these diamonds formed relatively recently, only a few hundred million years
ago.
This contrasts with previous results
obtained at ANU and elsewhere for diamonds
from more typical mantle-derived sources.
Professor Compston, who led the group that
designed and built the RSES ion microprobe,
and research associate Ian Williams have

Dr Alexander Sobolev, a leading scientist at
the Vemadsky Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry in Moscow, describes
himself as merely a 'courier', carrying the
diamonds on behalf of a team of Soviet
scientists, led by his brother, Professor Nick
Sobolev, who is Vice-Director of the Institute
of Geology and Geophysics — a sub-branch of The founding Director of the Research School of Physical Sciences
the Soviet Academy of Science — in Novosi(RSPhysS), Emeritus Professor Sir Mark Oliphant, was presented with a
birsk in the Soviet Far East. Professor Sobolev
special
gold pin at the RSPhysS Founder's Day in October. The presentation
himself has been a frequent visitor to ANU.
was
made
by the School's current Director, Professor John Carver.
The Kazakhstan diamonds were found by
the Soviet scientific team during a systematic
The special founder's pin recognises Sir surprises of plasma research, Dr Tuck Choy
search for diamonds and coesite (a high
Mark's contribution to the School. He was on the history and recent developments in
pressure form of quartz) following the discovDirector of RSPhysS from 1950 to 1963. Sir superconductor research. Professor Brian
ery of coesite in quartzites in the Italian Alps a
Mark, who is now 86, has returned to the Anderson on telephone systems, Dr Andrzej
few years ago. Until then, coesite was known
School each year in October, as near as Radlinski on the laser glazing of rapidly
naturally only around meteorite impacts, and
possible to his birthday.
quenched metals, Dr David Weisser on
from rocks in the blast zone of nuclear
Founder's Day this year included some brief accelerator electrodes, Dr John Love on optexplosions. The Kazakhstan diamonds are
found in rocks (basalts and sediments) typical and good-humoured talks on aspects of re- ical fibres, Dr Paul Mackerras on the difficulof the earth's surface, though now extensively search in RSPhysS and a display of technical ties computers have recognising boundaries,
recrystallised at high pressures. Until their apparatus produced by the School's craftsmen Dr Roger Richardson reading Mr Andrew
discovery, geologists believed that all di- and technical staff. Because of wet weather Coppers notes on the unsolved problems of
amonds came from the earth's mantle, form- the barbecue, usually held on the banks of limit cycles in quadratic systems, and Dr
William Price on the diffusion of tea and
ing at depths of 200 to 300 kilometres or more. Sullivans Creek, was transferred indoors.
The
speakers
were
Dr
John
Howard
on
the
coffee
at the breakfast table.
The Kazakhstan diamonds, the first found to
have formed in rocks that had once been at the
surface of the earth, demonstrate that buoyant
(relative to the dense underlying mantle)
surface rocks can be forced to great depths
within the earth, and then brought rapidly back The Nigerian Association of University
The appeal is supported by the International
to the surface. Study of these unique rocks will
Women has launched an appeal to raise funds Association of University Women (NAUW),
give geologists some idea of the forces
which is based in Geneva, and through it, the
to build a hostel for women students at the
involved in earth processes such as mountain
Australian
branch of the organisation. Donabuilding. A possible analogy would liken the University of Ibadan. The association says tions can be sent directly to NAUW, Univers'burying' of these rocks to that of trying to that, at present, women are obliged to find
ity PO, Ibadan, Nigeria, or to the Honorary
force a soccer ball to the bottom of a accommodation in less than salubrious or safe Treasurer, AFUW-ACT, PO Box 520, Canswimming pool. Considerable force needs to areas around the University.
berra City, ACT 2601.

Gold pin for Sir Mark

Hostel for Nigerian women
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dated a zircon found trapped within a diamond
found in Colorado. Professor Compston and
graduate student Peter Kinny have shown that
zircons associated with diamonds in southern
African kimberlites (the main source of commercial diamonds) are at least 3,000 million
years old. Scientists in the United States have
obtained similar ages for other minerals found
trapped within southern African diamonds, so
it appears that diamonds have been forming
throughout much of the earth's history. In
other words, to geologists at least, diamonds
are not forever, but even young diamonds can
provide important clues as to how the earth
works — as well as being pretty.

Seminar on
higher
education and
business
*

The University's marketing company,
ANUTECH, and the Department of Industry,
Technology and Commerce are sponsoring a
seminar on the interaction between higher
education and commerce in Canberra. Similar
seminars have been held in other capitals. The
title of the seminar is Research and industry
working for Canberra.
The Managing-Director of ANUTECH, Mr
John Morphett, said ANUTECH's experience
in the transfer of research to industry put the
company in a special position to undertake the
sponsorship.
Apart from government consultancies, the
potential for interchange between academia
and the ACT community had not been realised, particularly in the physical and medical
sciences.
The Member for Eraser, Mr John Langmore, will open the seminar at 1pm on 26
November. There will be six speakers presenting a variety of perspectives, a panel discussion and refreshments before the finish at
6pm. The cost is $20, payable in advance. For
further information, telephone Miss Harriette
Wilson on 49 2329.

Who cares for the carers?
A stroke is a devastating experience, not least of all for the victim's family who
must eventually shoulder the burden of care. However, a researcher at ANU
has found that the slow job of rehabilitation is often made unnecessarily difficult
because hospital staff, particularly nurses, do not give enough information to
families about the patient's condition before he or she is sent home.
Anne McGown is a Masters student in the
Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts.
She is also a triple-certificate nurse. 'When I
was nursing, it used to annoy me that stroke
patients were sent home with virtually no
screening. Often they were far less capable at
home than in hospital where nurses were on
hand to choose their clothes and assist with
basic living skills.'
Her research is centring on the amount of
information carers believed they could have
absorbed during the patient's stay in hospital

compared with the amount of information nursing staff believed the carers were capable of
absorbing. A pilot study of 40 different carers
Ms McGown carried out in Brisbane last year
confirmed her suspicion that nursing staff were
not offering carers the information they believed they needed.
'I found that carers were informed about the
obvious things such as whether the patient
could walk properly, but usually had little idea
about how to cope with problems of fine-tuning

such as remembering the correct order to dress
and wash.
* Another big problem I found during the
pilot study was that, because of a lack of proper
assessment of stroke patients prior to discharge, relatives were often advised to make
unnecessary modifications to their homes. For
instance, one woman spent $20,000 installing
ramps around her house, only to find out that by
the time her husband arrived home, he could
walk up the steps. In another instance, a
woman was told to buy a $200 pair of specially
made shoes because of a badly swollen foot.
But when the shoes came, she found them to be
totally impractical and that cheap, vinyl ones
from K-Mart were much better.'
After subjecting the pilot study to a reliability test, Ms McGown is now carrying out

Visitors from the Centre

the main study, looking this time at the carers
of stroke victims in the ACT and Newcastle
regions. She is interviewing 50 carers, 50 nurses and a control group of 50 people who have
had no contact with stroke victims. She is asking them all to complete a detailed questionnaire. T am interviewing groups in the two
areas because Newcastle has a reputation as a
centre of excellence for rehabilitation.
However, in the interviews I have completed so
far, I have found that the information given to
carers is no better there than anywhere else.'
Ms McGown believes the public is too willing to write off stroke victims. 'Strokes are
becoming more common as the population ages
and they can happen to anyone. Strokes are just
an accident in the head — a blood vessel bursts
and most people who suffer them do not die.
They end up walking and talking again. It is the
carers who play the crucial role in this rehabilitation process. They are the lifeline, but
they are very dependent on hospitals for information which, too often, they are just not getting. A classic example is the way in which the
family is almost always asked to leave the bedside when the doctor arrives to do his or her
rounds.'

NURSES

Pictured outside the Department of Geology during a recent visit to ANU are staff and pupils of the Catholic High School in Alice Springs.
Standing at rear, from left: Richard O'Brien, Kenny Presley, Kim Dick, Jenny Brennan (partly obscured), Matthew Stanyer, Chris
McCallister, Mike O'Keeffe (teacher), Francine McCarthy (partly obscured), David Hall, Mandy Petty, Lisa Valentine, Andrew Tiver, Colleen
Doyle (tour co-ordinator); standing, centre right, from left: Rachel Osland, Catherine Reid, Melanie Hansen; kneeling, from left: Dan
O'Dwyer, Simon Floreani, Vanessa Florez; Anne-Marie Smith. Photo: Pauline Hawke.

Solomons thank ANU
The Prime Minister of the Solomon Islands, Mr Ezekiel Alebua, recently thanked ANU for its assistance towards the
Poha Research project, a joint venture between the Guadalcanal Cultural Centre and ANU, which is looking at the early
history of settlement in Guadalcanal. He believes the project will be of lasting value because it will help identify outside
links with the Solomon Islands.
Mr Alebua visited the historical sites of
Vatulumu Povosi (Poha Cave) and the ancient
taro terraces of Visale in West Guadalcanal, as
part of a field trip in September this year. He
spoke highly of the research being done for the
history of the Guadalcanal people and the
Solomon Islands as a whole.
Poha Cave has one of the largest collections
of rock art in the Solomon Islands and contains
designs also found in other Austronesian
language areas. Test results of samples submitted to the ANU radiocarbon laboratory
have confirmed human occupation of the cave
to date back as far as 2,900 years.
Mr David Roe, an ANU student of the
Department of Prehistory, in the Research
School of Pacific Studies, RSPacS, who is
collaborating with the Guadalcanal Cultural
Centre, recently discovered the taro terraces at
Visale and believes them to be several hundred
years old. There is no known reference to this
particular kind of garden technique in Guadalcanal since that of the description in 1568 by
the explorer Alvaro De Mendana. Today,

local inhabitants appear to have no knowledge
of this agricultural technique, although similar
methods of taro growing can be found in use in

parts of Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji and
Polynesia and not long ago was widely used in
the Western Province of the Solomons.

Managing chemicals
Those dilemmas of decision-making faced by different people throughout the
life of a chemical product, from laboratory to disposal, will be the focus of the
first ANU Public Science Forum, Managing Chemicals: the people behind the
decisions, to be held in the H.C. Coombs Lecture Theatre on Thursday 26 and
Friday 27 November.
At the forum, the views of scientists,
bureaucrats, industrialists, politicians, environmentalists and consumers will be put
under scrutiny by activists, lobbyists, journalists, health workers and economists.
The keynote speaker will be ANU graduate,
Dr Peter Crawford, Managing-Director of
AW A, former Director of the NSW State
Pollution Control Comission and Head of the
OECD Chemicals Program. Other speakers
include Dr Ben Selinger of the Department of
Chemistry, Faculty of Science.
A highlight will be the Forum Lecture to

mark the eightieth birthday of Emeritus
Professor Adrien Albert. Professor Albert,
who is currently a Visiting Fellow in the
Faculty of Science, will speak on the
Similarities and differences between foods,
drugs and poisons.
The forum will be opened at 9.30am by
Professor Ian Ross, Deputy Vice-Chancellor.
The Forum Lecture will be open to the public
on Thursday 26 November at 5.15pm.
Inquiries should be addressed: Managing
Chemicals, Centre for Continuing Education
2891/2662.

'Unfortunately, most nurses see stroke victims as long-term patients whose rehabilitation
lies mainly in the hands of other professionals
such as physiotherapists and occupational
therapists. However, the nurses are the ones
who are with the patient 24 hours a day and can
provide most help to the relatives.'
She does not believe the lack of attention to
the carers is because nurses are too busy. 'The
carers I have talked to say that when they visit,
nurses often seem to be at the desk or having a
tea-break, which hospitals often time to coincide with visiting hours.'
Ms McGown expects to complete her data
collection by early in the new year and her
thesis by the end of 1988. In the meantime, she
would like to see Australian nurses adopt a set
of standard guidelines to be followed when
preparing a stroke patient for discharge. These
would include advice for the carer so that they
were fully informed about the difficulties of
living with the victim of a stroke.
The carers interviewed in Ms McGown's
study are from stroke clubs. However, if there
is anyone who does not belong to a stroke club
and who has information which may be useful,
Ms McGown would like to hear from them.
Her after hours number is 51 6713.

New book on
thesis writing
A new book on thesis writing will soon be
available for honours and postgraduate students who need guidance in the task of
organising and writing their theses.
Written by Dr Frank Lewins of the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Arts, Writing a
Thesis: A Guide to Its Nature and Organisation will be useful for scholars in a variety of
disciplines because of its broad approach and
acknowledgement of different types of theses.
The book looks in detail at two fundamental
questions: what is a thesis? and how does a
student go about writing one? It is a high
quality, desk-top publication produced entirely on campus. The book will be available from
the Co-op bookshop and ANUTECH for
$11.95.
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Council Notes . . • Council Notes • . • Council Notes . . .
The Vice-Chancellor, Emeritus Professor Peter Karmel, told a meeting of the
Council of the University on 9 October that the year 1988 was to be treated by
the government as an extension of the 1985-87 triennum as far as funding
guidelines were concerned, and the next triennium, if there was one, would be
for 1989-91. The break in the triennial sequence had been as a result of the
changes in the structure of government and the gathering together of
Employment, Education and Training into one portfolio, following the
election.
Professor Karmel said that the Budget
provided funds for an extra 3,500 to 4,000
intake in the fields of science, economics/
accountancy/commerce and industrial design.
The extra funds associated with this increase
in enrolments — $23 million — was illusory,
he said, because the government had, in its
May economic statement, removed $24 million from higher education as an 'efficiency
dividend'.
The government had also asked the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission
( C T E C ) to recommend changes to the
composition of current student intakes, to
provide a total of up to 5,800 new places for
young school-leavers. This, he said, implied a
reduction of some 2,000 for older students.
The guidelines indicated that the additional
places in 1988 should be allocated to institutions on a competitive basis. Also, the additional intakes should be directed to those
institutions able to demonstrate their capacity
to accommodate enrolment growth in the most
cost-efficient way — which seemed to imply a
system of tendering.
The government would also permit institutions to charge fees for 'formal award courses
designed for professional upgrading or extension purposes or which are directed primarily
at those already well established in employment'. In each case, the Minister's approval
would be required.
The Budget also provided for increases in
Austudy allowances: away-from-home or independent allowances for those over 18 would
rise from $80 to $91.20 a week.
The Vice-Chancellor drew Council's attention to the Minister's announcement (at the
time of the Budget) of the establishment,
within his department, of an Australian Research Council (ARC), which would:
• support both fundamental research and
research which will directly contribute to

national economic and social development;
• enhance the training of research personnel; and
• improve the interaction between the
higher education research sector and
industry and other government research
sectors.
The new body would be responsible for the
Australian Research Grants Scheme, the
National Research Fellowship Scheme, the
Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships Scheme, the
Marine Science and Technologies Grants
Scheme, the Commonwealth Postgraduate
Awards Scheme, Grants to the Learned
Academies, Grants for Special Research Centres and Key Centres of Teaching and Research (in co-operation with CTEC).
As a first step towards concentrating and
targeting research resources, the government
had decided to re-allocate $5 million from
general recurrent grants to universities for
1988. Professor Karmel said these funds
would be redirected on the advice of the ARC,
in collaboration with CTEC, to establish new
research centres and key centres of teaching
and research. This was likely to be the first of
a series of transfers of this kind, he said.

Other major matters which came
before Council, separate reports of
which appeared in the 23 October
issue of ANU Reporter, were the
University's Strategic Plan, the restructuring of the John Curtin School
of Medical Research and Council's
resolution that any reformed structure
for higher education advice to the
Commonwealth should include a
body established by Act of Parliament
which would report publicly.*

CHANCELLORSHIP

HUMANITIES RESEARCH CENTRE

The Vice-Chancellorship paid tribute to Sir
Richard Blackburn, Chancellor of A N U ,
who died on 1 October, the full text of which
appeared in the 23 October issue of ANU
Reporter. Council, at its meeting, resolved to
appoint a conmiittee to advise it on the
appointment of a new Chancellor. The committee is headed by the Vice-Chancellor.
Other members are: the chairmen of both
academic boards, the President of the A N U
Students' Association, Senator Peter Baume,
Dr R.E. Klugman, Mr Richard Refshauge, Mr
David Solomon, Ms Margot Bremner, Professor R.D. Terrell, Professor R.O. Slatyer and
Drs. D.J. Faulkner, J.D. Ritchie, N.K. Boardman and L . A . Brodribb, and Ms H.J. Wright.

Professor C.I.E. Donaldson has been reappointed Director of the Humanities Research Centre for five years from 1 January
1988, on the recommendation of both
academic boards.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
Council received a report by a committee
set up in November 1986 to report on the
availability of accommodation for undergraduate students. It noted the committee's judgment that there was sufficient student accommodation on campus, but that an imbalance
existed between full-board and self-catering
places, given the current student preferences
for the latter. It invited the Chairman of the
Committee, Professor Karmel, and the Assistant Vice-Chancellor, Mr Colin Plowman, to
continue their discussions with the Provincial
of the Dominican Order and Father Jackson,
about the possibility of 60 places in John
X X I I I College being converted to selfcatering.

ART HISTORY
Council approved the establishment of a
Department of Art History from 13 November, within the Faculty of Arts, to be headed
by Professor C.M.B. Greenhalgh.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
DICTIONARY
Subject to satisfactory negotiations with
Oxford University Press, an Australian
National Dictionary Centre, headed by Dr
W.S. Ramson, is to be established within the
University and associated with the Faculty of
Arts. The Centre will be set up for five years
in the first instance and will be reviewed
towards the end of this period. Dr Ramson will
be responsible to the Dean of Arts.

HEADSHIPS
The following headships were approved by
Council: Department of History, Research
School of Social Sciences (RSSS): Professor
K.S. Inglis; Department of Law, RSSS: Dr
P.G. Sack (reappointment for one year from 1
January 1988 or until a new professor takes up
duty); Department of Botany, Faculty of
Science: Dr M.I. Whitecross.

* The Minister, Mr Dawkins, announced the abolition of CTEC and the establishment of new
advisory structures on 15 October.

Hockey reunion

Prospects for forests
The battle for Australian eucalypt forests has been raging around Australia for
more than a decade. While conservationists express concern that logging and
woodchipping will destroy the last of the continent's forest wilderness,
woodchippers have demanded new and larger areas of timber to maintain
profits and employment in their industry.
The federal government has allowed the
continuation of woodchipping in Tasmania at
the same time as it endeavours to protect
National Estate areas. In Victoria and NSW,
the state governments will soon be deciding
whether to begin or extend woodchipping in
Gippsland and near Eden.
So the arrival of a new book on the subject
is timely. The Centre for Resource and
Environmental Studies (CRES) has recently
published a book on the future of hardwood
forests called Prospects for Australian Hardwood Forests. It has been edited by Dr John
Dargavel and Gordon Sheldon. The book has
contributions from university and CSIRO
researchers, state land managers including
foresters, conservationists, unionists and timber producers.
The contributions discuss the objectives of
various groups interested in the future of
hardwood forests and endeavour to show the
economic opportunities and realities in achiev6
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ing those objectives. The conservationists
argue that it is possible to save forests and
jobs, while the timber industry demands large,
secure sources of timber.
In the book's conclusion, Dr Dargavel and a
former Visiting Fellow at CRES, A.J. Leslie,
write: 'Certainly the belligerent attitudes
adopted and the exaggerated statements and
distorted statistics put forward by some contenders appear to preclude any reasonable
form of social cooperation. Readers may feel
that some of these attitudes are revealed in
chapters of this book . . .
'Reasoned argument and commonsense
practice do have the potential to find sensible
compromises amid the squabbles . . . Hence
this book should be seen not just as a
collection of divergent views but as one of
ideas and opportunities. By developing those
ideas and grasping the opportunities we can
make a positive stand to create a brighter
future.'

Six members of the 1937 ANU Hockey team line up to be counted at the Club's fiftieth
anniversary and reunion dinner at the Ainslie Football Club. They are from top left
clockwise, Bill Carney, John Somerville, Neville Kruger, Colin Fereday, Jack Richardson
and Phil Gilbert. The photograph held by Mr Richardson is of the original team line-up and
was featured in the 25 September edition of ANU REPORTER. Photo: Vivienne Skinner.

Briefly

UNESCO meeting

ANU/CCAE intensive
language courses
The Centre for Continuing Education is again
organising a summer program of intensive
language courses. They will be held at the
University and at the Canberra College of
Advanced Education between 12 January and
5 February. The courses attempt to teach
students how to speak and understand the
language and are 'extremely demanding'.
Languages taught are Arabic, Chinese, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, German and
French. A two-day course in English granmiar
for prospective foreign language students will
be held ahead of the program. For further
information, please call (062) 4 9 3817 or
write to: The Co-ordinator, Sunmier Language
Program, Centre for Continuing Education,
Australian National University, GPO Box 4 ,
Canberra. ACT 2601.
Continued from page 8

Academic
Diary

A UNESCO sub-regional seminar on continuing education to be held at the University this
month, will discuss strategies for achieving
the Asia-Pacific Program of Education for AIL
The seminar, which will run from 16-20
November, is expected to attract delegates
from China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Republic
of Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan,
The Philippines, Papua N e w Guinea, Sri
Lanka, Samoa, Thailand, Tonga and Vietnam.
The Centre for Continuing Education is
organising the seminar and inquiries should be
directed to Ms Ann Martin on x2891.

Undergraduate members
of Council
Two representatives of undergraduate students
have been elected to the University Council.
They are Katherine Mary Lawrence and James
David Popple. They will hold office until 3
November, 1988.

RSC, Joint Chemistry
Dept!
CSIRO sem, Dr K.U. Ingold —
A chemist looks at Vitamin E
(part 1), 11am, sem rm 134,
RSC.
Thursday 19 November

Diary entries for the next issue
close at 5pm on Wednesday 18
November and will be for the
period Monday 30 November to
Friday 18 December inclusive.
Please assist us by submitting
ALL diary entries on forms
available from University Information, 2229.
Monday 16 November
Psychology/Faculties sem, Mr F.
Roldan — The role of attention in
the experience and report of
physical sensations in the coronary-prone behaviour pattern,
3.30pm, sem rm 105, Psychology bldg.
Tuesday 17 November
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Robert Gushing — The
migration experience: Insights
from the NSSS, 12.30pm, sem
rm D, Coombs.
Far Eastern History, RSPacS
sem, Ms J. Fox — The distribution of labour activity in Tianjin,
11am, sem rm E, Coombs.
Political Science, RSSS sem,
Conservatism and political
leadership in Canada, 4pm, sem
rm D, Coombs.
Demography, RSSS sem, DrL.H.
Day — Consequences of universal control over fertility, 3.30pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
HRC/Faculties sem, Dr David
Runia — Philo: A past master?
4pm, reading rm, HRC, A.D.
Hope.
Wednesday 18 November
Philosophy Society sem, Dr Kim
Sterelny — Why is it all so hard?
Socio-biology and human nature,
8pm, sem rm F, Coombs.
Anthropology, Prehistory & Anthropology, RSPacS!Arts sem, Dr
Deane Fergie — Transforming
women: ritual expressions in an
island Melanesian society,
9.30am, sem rm C, Coombs.
Pacific & Southeast Asian History, RSPacS sem, Dr Sione
Latukefu — The Nagriamel
movement: a catalyst for political
change in Vanuatu, 2pm, sem rm
D, Coombs.
Centre for Research on Federal
Financial Relations!Directors' s
Unit, RSSS sem. Professor
Charles Murray — Welfare
Reform, 2.15pm, sem rm A,
Coombs.
The Magellan Society invites you
to a talk by Dr Andrew Hopkins
— The Nicaraguan RevolutionComparisons with Cuba and
Mexico, 8pm, HRC Reading rm,
A.D. Hope.

History, RSSS sem, Denis Winter
— C.E.W. Bean as historian,
10.45 am, sem rm D, Coombs.
Sociology, RSSS sem, Jonathon
Kelley — Perceptions of ascription and achievement in four
nations: Data from the National
Social Science Survey/International Social Survey, 4pm, sem
rm E, Coombs.
RSCHnorganic Chemistry sem,
Dr Karl Gschneider — Lattice
instability and superconductivity
in LA3S4 based materials, 11am,
sem rm 134, RSC.
CRES sem, Dr Angela Ivanovichi
— Enigallo Marine Park, Australia's newest initiative in
marine conservation, 12.301.45pm, CRES sem rm, 5th fl,
Hancock.
Friday 20 November
Economic History, RSSS!Economics & Commerce!Faculties!
Joint sem, Dr H.M. Boot —
Competition and profits in an
unregulated banking system: a
first look at the experience of the
Bank of Scodand between 1815
and 1850, Ham, sem rm 1004,
Crisp bldg.
Economics,
RSSS sem, Ric
Symes — An equation for the
real exchange rate, 2pm, sem rm
A, Coombs.
Contemporary
Chian Centre,
RSPacS sem, Jonathan Unger —
The struggle to dictate China's
administration: Ministries vs regions vs the current reforms,
12.30pm, sem rm B, Coombs.
Welcome to bring your lunch; tea
& coffee provided.
RSC, Joint Chemistry Dept!
CSIRO sem, Dr K.U. Ingold —
A chemist looks at Vitamin E
(part 2), 11am, sem rm, 134
RSC.
Monday 23 November
Psychology, Faculties sem, DrR.
Galligan — Neurological and
perceptual underpinnings of eariy
language development, 3.30pm,
sem rm 105, Psychology.
Tuesday 24 November
Far Eastern History, RSPacS
sem, Mr J. Makeham — The
meaning of the legalist term
Xingming, 11am, sem rm E,
Coombs.
Political Science, RSSS sem. Professor F. Gruen — The changing
budgetary priorities of Australian
Governments, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.

Humanities Research
Centre,
Faculties sem, Dr Paul Rule —
'Concurrent heathens' interpretations of biblical and non-biblical
mythologies in the late seventeenth century, 4pm, HRC reading rm, A.D. Hope.
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Robert Miller —
Yugoslav migrants in Australia:
The view from there and here,
12.30-1.30pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.
Wednesday 25 November
Anthropology -h Prehistory &
Anthropology, RSPacS!Arts sem,
Dr Justine Boow — Perang Pola:
the transformation of Javanese
batik from courtly art to commodity production, 9.30am, sem
rm C, Coombs.
Philosophy Society, Kai-Yee
Wong — Some remarks on reference, 8pm, sem rm F, Coombs.
Thursday 26 November
Sociology,
RSSS sem, John
Barnes — The gentle art of
necrology, 4pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.
History, RSSS sem, Dr W. Gammage — Who gained from land
selection in NSW, 10.45am, sem
rm D, Coombs.
CRES sem. Professor Jim Bo wen
— Educating for effective environmental management: The
case of the Great Barrier Reef,
12.30-1.45pm, CRES sem rm,
5th Fl, Hancock.
Canberra Archaeological Society
Meeting, Dr Peter Bellwood —
Caves and open sites: Recent
archaeological research in Sabah,
North Borneo, 8pm, HaydonAllen Tank. All welcome.
ANU Public Science Forum, 2627 November 1987, 'Managing
Chemicals: the people behind the
decisions', 9.30am, Coombs LT,
2891/2662.
ANU Public Science Forum Lecture, Emeritus Professor Adrien
Albert — Similarities and differences between foods, drugs
and poisons, 5.15pm, Coombs
LT, all welcome, 2891/2662.

Arts and
Entertainment
Entries for the next issue close
at 5pm on Wednesday 18
November and will be for the
period Monday 30 November to
Friday 18 December inclusive.
Each notice should be typed on
a separate piece of paper.
Publication is restricted to
events on campus only.
ANU Arts Centre, Eureka Theatre
Company presents 'Away' 7-28
November 1988. Inquiries,
515534.

Care for your back

Gerontology award

The Occupational Health and Safety Unit has
organised a workshop on back care, injury
prevention, lifting techniques and other
aspects of work that affect the back.

Dr Hal Kendig, of the Urban Research Unit in
the Research School of Social Sciences
(RSSS), has been awarded the Presidential
Award of the International Association of
Gerontology, Asia/Oceania Region in recognition of: 'distinction in gerontological research
in social and behavioural sciences'. The award
is based on his research while serving as
co-ordinator of the School's Ageing and the
Family Project from 1980 to 1985. Presentation of the certificate and prize will be made
by the President of the Association at the twice
yearly regional conference in Bangkok
shortly.

The workshop, called Back Facts,, will be
held in the Legal Workshop, F Block, from 30
November to 2 December, between 9am and
5pm daily.
University therapists will advise on the
treatment for back injuries and there will also
be a trade display. For further information ring
the unit on 49 2625.

Japan's financial markets
Leading financial specialists from Australia,
Japan, the United States and Southeast Asia
attended a conference on the regional and
international effects of Japanese financial
reform at the University earlier this month.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Bill
Hay den, addressed the participants. On its
third day the conference moved to the Regent
Hotel in Sydney.
Canberra School of Art, Final
Year Graduating Students Exhibition. December 2-19.
Gallery hours 10-5pm, Mon-Fri,
CSA.
Canberra
School
of
Art,
Photomedia Graduating Students
Exhibition. November 9-20.
Gallery hours 9-4pm, Mon-Fri.
Canberra School of Music,
G r a d u a t i o n Recitals 1987;
Bachelor of Music and Dip Jazz.
November 23-3 December. Inquiries, Canberra School of
Music, 467811.
Monday 16 November
Friends of the Library, Opening
of exhibition of work by the Craft
Bookbinders Guild, 5pm,
McDonald Room, Menzies Building.
Wednesday 18 November
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 19 November
The University
Toastmasters
Club, International speech contest, all welcome, 1 2 . 3 0 1.30pm, IRU sem rm, Chifley
bldg.
Wednesday 25 November
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 26 November
The University
Toastmasters
Club, weekly meeting, all welcome, 12.30-1.30pm, IRU sem
rm, Chifley bldg.
Wednesday 2 December
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 3 December
The University
Toastmasters
Club, weekly meeting, including
'More of the Sunshine State' with
Margaret Robertson, 12.301.30pm, IRU sem rm, Chifley
bldg.
Friday 27 November
Economics, RSSS sem, John
Shannon — Manufacturing exports and the devaluation, 2pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
Monday 30 November
Psychology!Faculties sem, MrR.
Lynd-Stevenson — Employment,
unemployment and psychological
health, 3.30pm, sem rm 105,
Psychology.

Review postponed
The date of the review of the Australia-Japan
Research Centre has been postponed to early
January 1988. Written submissions should be
sent to the Director, Research School of
Pacific Studies (RSPacS) by early December.

Tuesday 1 December
Political Science, RSSS sem, Mr
H. Compston — The impact of
tax changes in Australian state
elections, 1960-85, 4pm, sem rm
D, Coombs.
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Don Rawson — Immigrants and trade unions,
1 2 . 3 0 - 1 . 3 0 p m sem rm D,
Coombs.
RSdPhysical
&
Theoretical
Chemistry sem, Dr C. Rudowicz
— EPS around the world —
report on Denver and Nottingham
conference and collaborative research done in Montreal, 11am,
sem rm 134, RSC.
Thursday 3 December
Sociology, RSSS sem, Jonathan
Kelley & Clive Bean — The
1987 election: Results from the
NSSS 1987 election panel, 4pm,
sem rm E, Coombs.
History, RSSS sem, Dr G. Liik —
The sources of defence. Advice
in p r e - f e d e r a l A u s t r a l i a ,
10.45am, sem rm D, Coombs.
CRES sem, Dr Barry Shaw —
TBA, 12.30-1.45pm, CRES sem
rm, 5th Fl, Hancock.

Zonta Amelia Earhart Fellowship.
Awards. For graduate study in
aerospace-related science or engineering. Closing date 31 December 1987.
National University of Singapore
Research Scholarships. Closing
date 30 November 1987.
The Tokyo Foundation for Inbound Students. Scholarships are
available to non-Japanese postgraduate students to promote international exchange. Closing
date December 1987.
University ofWollongong — Master of Studies in Education.
University of Queensland —
Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre. For Postgraduate
Research in Science and Engineering.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority. Augmentive Research
Grant 1988. Closing date 19
December 1987.
Robert Gordon Menzies Scholarship to Harvard 1988!89. Closing
date 31 December 1987.
Information and application
forms for the following Scholarships are available from the Department of Education, P.O. Box
826, Woden ACT 2606 (telephone 83777).
Netherlands
Government
Scholarships 1988!89. Closing
date 20 November 1987.

Awards
Research Grants 1988!89, Rural
Industries, Closing dates from 31
December 1987-28 February
1988, Contact: Mr D.H. Eraser,
3692.

Opportunities for study in China
— For study at tertiary level for
two academic years — Closing
date 31 December 1987.
Finnish Government
Scholarships. Closing date 15 January
1988.

Grants for Water Research Partnership Research
Programs,
Closing date, 2 December 1987,
Contact: Mr D.H. Eraser, 3692.

Meetings

Grants for Research in Meat and
Livestock I988!89, Closing date,
14 December 1987, Contact: Mr
D.H. Eraser, 3692.
Commonwealth Aids Resarch
Grants (CARG), Closing date 13
November 1987, Contact: Mr
D.H. Eraser, 3692.
Details on the following scholarships and awards may be obtained from the
Graduate
Students Section located on the
lower ground floor of the Chancelry Annex.
American Association of University Women 1988-89
International Fellowship for postgraduate study in USA. Closing
date December 1987 and International Federation of University
Women Fellowship, Grants and
Bursaries.
Phone Dr G.M.
Woodroofe 956970 for information.
Australia-American Educational
Foundation. East-West Center,
Honolulu, Hawaii — for graduate
study and research. Closing date
1 December 1987.

International Sociological Association regional seminar on
Education, Youth and NationBuilding,
November 19-20,
1987, Common Room, University House, Contact: Ann Martin,
CCE, 2891.
UNESCO, regional seminar on
Continuing Education, November 16-20 1987, Australian
National University, Contact:
Ann Martin, CCE, 2891.

Visitors
Assoc Professor Brian L. Johnson, University of Western Australia, Visiting Fellow, RSC, to
September 1988, interests: Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 3733.
Dr Ruth Lynden-Bell, University
of Cambridge — Visiting Fellow,
RSC, until April 1988, interests:
C o m p u t e r s i m u l a t i o n of
molecular crystals, 4028.
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Classified
Advertisements are restricted
to staff and students of the
University and members of
Convocation, and to 20 words
each. Normally, only one advertisement per person can be
accepted for each issue. Typed
advertisements should be sent
or delivered to ANU Reporter,
University Information. The
envelope should be marked
* Advertisement'. No advertisements can be accepted over the
telephone. The closing date for
next issues if 5 pm Wednesday
18 November, Inquiries, x2229.

For Sale
Toyota 4-Runner, 4wd,
Diesel 2-4, air-cond, Bull
bar, stereo, $ 1 9 , 5 0 0
571415.
Ley land Marina, 1974,
condition, 4 months rego,
neg; Alice Low 3083.

1986,
& tow
one;
good
$1100

Toyota Tercel, 1984, 4wd, station wagon, 50,000 km, exc
c o n d i t i o n , $ 1 0 , 4 5 0 ; 2169/
813565.
Subaru Leone, 1980, exc cond,
86,000 km, very economical,
stereo rad/cass, 6 mths ACT
rego, $4,500 ono; 478996 (ah).
DatsunlOOB, GX 1979, manual,
very good cond, 9 mths rego,
stereo, new tyres $3,750 ono;
Bed queen size $295; Single bed
$60; Typewriter, Adler $40; Dining table & 2 chairs $58; Bike
$198; 23A Quandong St, O'Connor.
Datsun 200B, 1979, $2800 ono;
485161 on Saturday after 2pm.
Triumph Sports, TR7, sun roof,
11 mths rego, exc cond, $8,000
ono; 3179/815949.
Alloy Roo Bar, Conmiodore 8486, exc cond, cost $300 sell
$180; 2933.
Mattress, foam, for double bed
$30;
Particle
board,
1850x1220x15mm suitable for
under dble bed mattress, $15;
4451/489572.
Bike, lady's 3 speed, exc cond
$90; Baby seat $5; 3813/814487.
Walkie Radio Cass, Sanyo, AM/
FM stereo, auto stop, anti rolling,
exc cond $30; 3813/814487.
TV, colour, Sony, 34cm $300;
Radiator $10; Phone extension
cord $15; Iron, steam/dry $20;
Toaster $20; Haminex lampette
$8; Tennis balls (8) $4; Suitcase
(28") $30; Radio $10; 825276
(ah).
Wetsuit, ladies, long sleeve
jacket, worn once $60; Long
johns, size 12 $30; Fred 2754/
919350 (ah).
Baby capsule. Safe n Sound, as
new $80; Chris 3642.
Fog lights, 1 pair, Narva, QuartzHalogen for car, as new, with
covers 55 watts ea $60; Matthew
Rm D312, B & G Hall.
Clothes dryer, Leonard 506,
good working condition, holds
large wash load, $100 or best
offer. Melissa 3803/921777.
Bed, double, $120 ono; desk,
students, $80 ono; skis and boots,
$100 ono, 4557/815557/812233.
Land, 100 acres 20 mins north of
Batemans Bay, house, phone,
fenced, 2 dams, fruit trees,
surrounded by State Forest, 15
mins, superb beaches, $160,000
ono; 2854.
Cafe-Bar, never used, 20 litre
capacity for coffee, tea or soup,
suit office or business area, $700;
493522.
Bed base, double $40; mattress
$50; Bike, men's, 10 speed $50;
Desk, glass top $100; Couch $30;
Sailboard Hi Fly $800; 2581.
Bike, ladies 3 spd, 2 yrs old, exc
cond $90; Bike baby seat $5;
UNISFF, cassette recording,
AM/FM stereo. Auto stop, headphone, very good cond $25;
3813/814487.
8

Dachshunds, standard pups available end Nov 1987, 4xf, Ixm
brown $40; Child's pony 12hh
Welsh/Shetland gleding, black,
broken to harness $400; Amanda
2385/415339 (ah).
Baby bassinet, & stand, Bouncinette, 316517.
Sail Board, Bomborra Big Boy,
6.2m2 camber induced sail, harness & spare fin, sailbag, $1200
ono or will swap for a IT200 or
KDX200 in A1 cond; Manual for
929 Mazda $10; 492612/814467
(ah).
Air cooler/convector
heater,
Bonaire, mobile evaporative, as
new $120; 4357/480337.
Video camera, JVC-GZS3 and
accessories, as new, cost $2500
will sell $2000 ono; 4704/
975841.
Desk, 4' X 21/2', two small
drawers, scarred but sturdy $65;
Stephen 813760.
Bunk beds, convertible 2'6"
Kings Paddington includes mattresses & KP desk, all $250;
Bike, suit 7-10 yr old $45;
Various Lego sets 4572/544043.
Bike, 10 speed racing, fully
Japanese, alloy, digital trip meter
with 4 functions, detachable front
& rear lights, water bottle, plus
other extras, cost $1000 sell $600
ono; 493506/584098 (ah).
House, Latham, 3 br, kitchen/
family, solid fuel heating in
lounge, studio, car accomd,
shed, cul-de-sac, leafy garden
$84,500; 544726 (ah).
D & D, exc condition, Basic
Expert, Companion, Masters,
Assor, modules & accessories,
+ electronic games, as new
3106/413225 (ah).
Play-Fort, Cubby with slide &
rope ladder, Kopper treated logs
app 1.5mxl. 5mx2m high, probably needs some dismantling for
removal $30; 3578.
Camera, Canon A1 with 35-70
zoom lens, leather case and instruction book, inmiaculate cond,
$500; J. Hart 881111(w) 888851
(h).

Camera, Nikon, fully automatic,
$230; Joyce Lim, Ursula College, Rm B114, 489055.
Window,
with f l y s c r e e n ,
2300mm high x 1800 wide, $195
ono; 2106.
Seat covers, suit most small cars,
exc cond $20 pr, 581687 (ah).
Hi-Fi, compact system, Sony
FH-15R,
turner/graphic
equalizer/cass deck/speakers
300W/remote control $599, msg,
Stephen Li 494722 (bh).

Land, 40 acres, 5 mins Dickson,
3 br full brick home, suit extension, 7 paddocks, 3 dams, large
shed/stable, 200 irrigated nut
trees, corral, $210,000; 303325.
Wedding dress, white lace and
satin, full length with train, never
worn, size 10-12, $250 ono;
2527/491267.
Morris Minor 850, 2 door,
C. 1955, recond engine & brakes,
new wiring, tyres, wheels &
radiator, body perfect, new paint,
$2200 ono; 2396/486674 (ah).
Book shelf, as new, 29cm x
200cm W X 124cm H $50;
472491.
Rice cooker, $20; Iron $5; Table
lamp $20; Oven tray $7; J. Tan
485161.
Camper van, Coleman, 6 berth, 3
way fridge, gas stove, annexe,
rego April 1988, easy to tow,
very gd cond $3950; 825473.
Books, 14 vol set E.H. Carr, The
History of Soviet Russia, used
once, still in box, 275509.
Trains, Hornby L-shaped layout
of 3.3m2 with zero-1 computer
control unit and many accessories, support tables and 3 locos
included $750 ono; 3764/477281.
Pine lounge, sturdy with cushions, very gd cond $40; Stroller,
brown cord with sleep bag, brolly
exc cond $45; Drying cabinet
with fan heater & timer $20;
486339.
Holiday, 1 week 'full holiday'
(return airfare, acconraiodation,
breakfast & dinner) for one person at Tara Village (Gold Coast)
$400; Waders, 1 pr, full length,
medium 7/8 size, as new, $25;
Bernard 2755/815376 (ah).
Garage sale, 14/11/87, household items etc. Ford Escort, good
condition, $1500; Lee 477258
(ah).
Bike frame, Spokesman Touring,
21" $120; or exchange for larger
size frame or pair of alloy
wheels, 3853 Monday or 889955
(ah).
Commodore VB 79, 3.3L, ACT
rego 6/88, exc cond, air cond,
recond auto trans, tow bar, $6950
ono; 4043/591698.
Renault TS 20, auto, late 1982,
rego May 1988, speedo 106,500
km, an intelligent car, $9850
ono; 4005/2551/511306.
Wooden playpen, (Tiny Tots)
$25; Eraser chair $8; Brown tiles
4V'2cm square, 2 boxes $20;
959218 (ah).
Violin, handmade in Germany,
Nicola Amati copy 7/8 size,
valued at $1000 plus, will sell
$595 ono; 3176/916719 (ah).

Bike, Unisex Peugeot, lights,
rack, 5 gears $100 ono; 2245/
478229.

Saddle, leather all purpose, exc
cond, with string girth, best
offer, 4707/487502.

Bed, double, metal base & mattress, good condition $90 ono;
491194.

Tent, D.M.H. Phoenix — 4 persons, 2.7m X 2m X 1.7m with
2.7m extension fly, exc cond
$100 (or swap for swing set in
exc cond with cash adjust)
917184.

Sailboard, Tyronsea Firetail, full
size board & sail, unwanted prize
hardly used, value $1600 sell
$1050 ono; 953582 before 9 or
after 10 pm.
Pram, Steelcraft 2-in-l, vgc $50;
Safe n Sound childs car seats
$50, $25; High chair $15; Bath
tub, toys & lots more, 493089/
823262 (ah).
Land, private sale, 4 blocks from
$22,000 (10 Ha) to $26,500 for
512 (Ha), 1V2 hrs from Canberra,
2 hrs from Liverpool, power &
phone avail, Alex 516484.
Futon, 6" cotton base, black
lacquered oak $350 ono; Fridge,
Toshiba computerised, 3 yr
warranty, brand new $650 ono;
Washing machine, Simpson Genesis, brand new, under warranty
$550 ono; 953581 (ah).
Wardrobe, 3-section with drawers $50; Divan, 3 seater opening
to bed $60; Desk, large with
filing drawers, offers over $100;
Fridge, old style but works well
$100; Ralf 573427.
Bike, BMX type, suitable for
child 8-12 yrs, excellent condition, $70; 887475 (ah).
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Pram, Gro-Years 2 in 1, hardly
used $60; Occasional table. Oak
$40 + brown vinyl swivel chair
$30; 4622/512953 (ah).
Binoculars, Super Zenith, 16x50,
new $80 ono; Typewriter, Hanimex Regal portable new $110
ono; Gerard A04, Toad Hall,
494722.
Toyota Crown Custom, 1966,
s/w, 12 mths rego, very reliable,
$1000; Pushbike, Spokesman,
lightweight 20" frame, alloy
components, 6 mths old, brand
new cond $350; Alex 526122/
474963 (h).
Dining table, old drop side.
Desk, roll top, 2 yrs old. Freezer
chest 200L Kelvinator, Bike,
men's 10 speed, lounge suite,
cane sided, old, reas offers,
582531 after 7pm or weekends.
Bose speakers, 350; Adapter DC
$15; Travellers steam iron $10;
Walkman, Sony WA-77, AM/
FM with recording $89; Statistical & scientific calculator $35;
Sophie Lim, B&G Hall, C.234,
493083.

Binoculars, 8x20 $80; Palm size
b/w TV $80; Camera stand $35;
Olympus XA-2 $15; Spanner,
adjust $15; Socket tool set $20;
Koh S.N. B&G Hall, C232,
493083.
Garage sale, Sat 16 November,
Foam mattress. Baby equipment, Clothing, Books, Washing
machine. Cushions, lots more, 8
Way St, O'Connor, x4410.
Computer; Apple II-I-, 64K,
printer card, 2 floppy drives, 80
column card, Z80 card, detachable keyboard & green monitor,
cared for with manuals, $600
ono; 571769.
Gemini, s/w, 1979, rego 2 July
1988, $3,500 ono; Washing
machine, large, Whirlpool, auto
$150; Typewriter, Adler, electric, $200; VRC Beta $200; 3640/
851526 (h).
Accommodation Available
House, Forrest, person needed to
share (short term lease) until end
January 1988, 3br (ensuite) large
kitchen/family/living, f/f, swimming pool -I- 2 studies or 3/4 brs,
suit diploma or academic seeking
short term accommodation
$149.50 p.w. Adrienne Jones
683228 (bh), 952991 (ah).
Cottage, Mossy Point, very comfortable, 3 minutes from beach,
facing tidal creek & mountains,
sleeps six, 486335 (ah).
House, Weetangera, reasonable
rent in exchange for watering
garden, end of Nov to mid Jan
88, 540514.
House, Giralang, f/f, 4br, two
bathrooms, garage, fernery etc,
for responsible persons to end of
February 1988, initially for six
months, 411521 (ah).
Garden Flat, Reid, for single
person, long lease pref, $90 p.w.
plus own electricity, basic furniture, 479279 (ah).
House, Giralang, house-trained
person to share with 2f, Im, close
to buses, $37.50 p.w. 3245/
413148.
Holiday home, modem, Malua
Bay, 50 metres from beach,
sleeps 6, avail 7 Dec-31 Jan
1988, $300 p.w., no smokers,
586726 after 7pm.
House, O'Connor, group home,
pref female, non-smoker, 10
mins to ANU, rent neg, Peter
479839 (ah).
House, Campbell, very comfortable, f/f, couple to share with one
other, mid Jan-early May 1988,
$25 p.w. per person and share
expenses for the right couple,
492341/497616 (h).
Room, Curtin, non-smoker to
share with 2 students, share
costs, Glen Mackie 881111/
811095 (ah).
Garden flat, inner city, 1 br f/f,
phone, $55 p.w., $110 bond;
587072 (ah).
House, O'Connor, mature female
or couple, f/f, available 6 months
neg, sep entrance, garden, sitting
rm & bedroom, share facilities,
rent inclusive $85 p.w. ($100
couple) 3818/477887 (ah).
Graduate student, accommodation on campus available 31 Nov31 Jan 1988, $53 p.w. all inc;
3104.
House, Deakin, share with 2
others, non-smoker, Margaret
851333.
House, 1 person needed to share
home with two other students in
1988, non-smoker, Hisatazu
Matsushige, 3315.
Group house, O'Connor, person
wanted to share, $45 p.w. ($50
bond), Chris 88111 lam/2873pm/
545941 (ah).
House, Campbell, 3br, f/f, avail
late Dec-late Feb 1988, $180
p.w. 573370 (h).
Garden Flat, O'Connor, f/f,
available until mid Jan 1988, $50
p.w. 479149.
House, West Sussex, UK, 3 br,
for similar in Canberra, available
26 Dec-31 J a n u a r y 1988,
957266.

House, Rosedale, Sth Coast, f/f,
avail from now until mid December, then February 1988 on;
470136.
Room, avail in Downer house,
4 br, furnished, share with 2
others, from Dec 9 (earlier if
necess), non-smoker, $60 p.w.
bond -t- 2 w. adv $250; Mark
521255 or Rene 2906/416042
(ah).
House, inner Braddon, 3 br,
beautiful garden, garage, phone,
5 mins walk Civic, $150 p.w. no
group, 479279.
House, Suva, f/f available for 2
months, exchange or rental, 3 br
6 all mod facilities, Rohan
493083/Suva 386742.
Room, large, with BIR, in group
house, $55 p.w., suit semi vego
25 + , 952041.
Rooms, (3) br/living/study, avail
for 8 weeks from end Nov 1987,
$100 p.w. or near offer, 952041.
Beach house, Congo, Moruya,
hideaway, some Dec vacancies,
753550 (bh) 412975 (ah).
House, Holt, 4 br, f/f, 2 nonsmokers to share with one other,
avail 1 Dec-28 Jan 1988, $30
p.w. each + expenses, Greg
837535/548781 (h).
House, Weetangera, large, quiet,
wants non-smoker to share with 2
others, mid-Nov, $60 p.w. +
expenses, Anne 521354/548249
(ah).
House,
O'Connor, female
graduate student wanted to share
home for 1988, 4343.
House, Watson, f/f, 6 mths from
end Jan 1988, all mod cons, low
rent to careful tenant, Norm
2764/411281 (ah).
Garden flat, wanted, male nonsmoker, clean, quiet, accommodation, $40 p.w. + electricity, 23 Quandong St, O'Connor.
House, Garran, 3 br, open fire,
close shops & bus, $155 p.w.;
avail Dec 1987, 3196/821794
(ah).
Room, Downer, in family home,
full board, suit o'seas student,
from 23 Nov-end Feb 1988, $80
p.w. 498874.
Accommodation Wanted
Holiday house, South Coast, for
careful family, 5 person, for 5-6
days sometime between 10-24
Dec 1987, 824378.
House/Flat, senior staff member,
reliable, clean, non-smoker, will
mind house/flat at reduced rental
until March 1988, must be within
5-10 mins ANU, 3014.
House,
r e s p o n s i b l e single
graduate student in extremis,
capable gardener, would like to
mind house until at least mid Jan
1988, will look after livestock,
for affordable rent 498826 before
work.
Flat!house, (small) for female,
visiting professor from 1 Jan-31
March 1988, 3295.
House/flat, wanted to mind from
Dec-March 1988 by reliable
student, pets or garden no
problem, Rae 472527.
House, f/f, close to ANU, 2 brs
+ study and double garage, for 3
adults, no pets, from 3 Dec-26
May 1988, Amanda 2939/
583517.
House exchange, near Oxford,
Scientist & family visiting ANU
seek to exchange centrally
heated, period cottage in picturesque village, 20 km from
Oxford, 40 min by train from
London, avail 19 Dec-early Feb
1988, exchange for 3/4 br home,
car swap also possible, 4244.

House, going on holiday/sabbatical, home, garden & pets
minded, we stay rent free, David
& Christine, ref's available,
571050 or GPO Box 1631, Canberra 2601.
House, interstate person (Perth)
needs accommodation from midNov-Feb 1988, happy to look
after home, Mr Nick Goldie,'(09)
3254714 or Dr W. Steffan,
465648/582485 (ah).
House!flat, for married couple,
no children, non-smokers, on
South coast anytime Dec- mid
Jan 1988, Steven 3736/473730
(ah).
House, in Kaleen or Giralang,
3026/583603.
Secretarial
Wordprocessing, fast & accurate
typing of theses, essays etc.
Laser printer, qualified WP
operator, $2 A4 dble spaced,
Sonia 3276/888621.
Typing, theses, essays, correspondence etc, pick up/deliver to
campus, 3290/865712.
Typing, wordprocessing, assignments, theses, reports, IBM compatible, ANU graduate with
secretarial experience, $2 A4
double spaced page, 275509.
Typing, wordprocessing, theses,
essays, resumes, reports, novels,
medical, fast & accurate, variety
of typefaces, student's rates
586201.
Typist, typist extraordinaire, no
job too small, excellent rates,
will pick up & deliver, Dawn
4566/412253.
Word processing, IBM compatible, theses, essays, reports,
manuals typed fast & accurate by
experienced operator at cheap
rates, Karen 910057.
Wanted
Bicycle, large-framed, lightweight, 24" or 25" diamond
frame, for long-legged person,
Jill 493373.
Flute, second hand, good condition, Rae 472527*.
Bike, ladies, JP 3088.
Anybody, wanting help or advice
on Insurance, Superannuation, or
Investment, Craig 571415 (ah).
Car booster seat, child's, buy or
borrow for 3 weeks from Nov 27,
477629.
Baby sitter, for four year old
from February 1988, near ANU
preferably with other pre-school
age child, A. Delves 3634/
275741 (ah).
TV, colour, second-hand, pref
portable. Toad Hall, F305,
494722.
Miscellaneous
Meditation classes, free, Mondays at 1pm, ANU Counselling
Centre, Group rm. Contact:
485161/571185.
Tuition, experienced flute teacher
available for private tuition, reasonable rates, 816816.

Continued on page 7

Hire a Student
All types of casual and part-time
work wanted, e.g.
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• CHILD-CARE • TUTORING •
• PARTY HELP • ETC •
Reliab(e he/p at reasonable rates.
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Surface forces
apparatus sales
top $1 million
Sales of the pioneering surface forces
appratus, which was designed, developed and manufactured in the
Research School of Physical Sciences
(RSPhysS), have reached $1.1 million. The surface forces apparatus is a
unique device that measures the
forces between two surfaces that are
separated by a tiny fraction of a
millimetre.
An architect's model of the townhouse development to he built on campus next year. Photo: Stuart Hay.

Prime lakeside site for
University townhouses
A two million dollar townhouse development is to be built next year in the grounds of the University. The 45 units will
be situated on what is arguably the most desirable piece of real estate in Canberra — just up from the foreshore of Lake
Burley Griffin on Acton Peninsula with spectacular views across the water towards the Captain Cook water jet, the
National Library and the new Parliament House.
The townhouses were first planned in 1985
but were not finally approved by University
Council until last month. Construction work
will begin early in the new year and it is
anticipated that the units will be ready for
occupation in time for the 1989 academic
year.
According to the ANU Housing Officer, Mr
Kel O'Neill, the units will be mainly for the
use of Visiting Fellows on short term appointments. 'At present we have no real suitable
accommodation for such people. They stay
whenever possible at University House but
often there is no room for them, particularly if
they bring their families. So we had to decide

whether to build a new wing on to University
House or erect another facility altogether.'
The new townhouses will comprise 13 two
bedroom units, 20 single units and 12 bedsitters. Each one will have kitchen facilities and
will be fully serviced if required.
Mr O'Neill says it has not yet been decided
what will be the maximum length of stay. That
will be largely determined by demand. 'Our
intention is to manage the townhouses as a
normal commercial enterprise, doing our best
to ensure that they are occupied as fully as
possible. Weekly rental will range from one
hundred to two hundred dollars depending on

Library purchases
electronic encyclopaedia
More new technology has arrived at the Library in the form of an electronic
encyclopaedia, which represents 20 volumes of the Grolier Encyclopaedia
neatly contained on an optical disc.
According to the Librarian, Mr Colin
Steele, this is the first public-access optical
disc and it will be available for students and
staff in the Library within the next few weeks.
Searching for information on the disc is
similar to searching in an encyclopaedia but
much faster. The data contained on the disc
are easily accessible and the user may also call
up pages of text containing key words.
Information is imprinted on the optical disc
using laser beams. As nothing touches the disc
during reading it has a very long life. Players
are IBM-compatible. The relatively low cost

of the optical discs will eventually make them
available not only to public libraries but to
personal-computer users as well.
The electronic encyclopaedia is only the
first of the optical discs to be purchased by the
Library. On order for trials are discs containing dissertation abstracts, sociological abstracts and a number of other packages. Mr
Steele told ANU Reporter a player would be
made available to students and staff in the
Library to enable them to become familiar
with optical-disc technology.

the size of the unit and whether it will be
serviced. It is envisaged that tenants will also
pay an associate membership fee for University House enabling access to the restaurant
and other facilities.
The block of land set aside for the townhouses is between numbers 8 and 14 Liversidge Street. It has a pleasant natural landscape with several mature native trees. Mr
O'Neill says although several architecturally
impressive plans were submitted for consideration, a simple, low-key design was ultimately chosen. 'We wanted something that
would blend in well with the natural surroundings and maintain the peaceful environment.
In some instances we moved the planned
location of units so as to preserve as many of
the existing trees as possible.' The maximum
height of the units will be two storey, with a
pale cream brick exterior, red aluminium window frames and green timberwork, including
wood balustrade.
The building of the townhouses is a major
part of the current upgrading of the University's property stock. 'We are looking at all
our accommodation at present' said Mr
O'Neill. 'Houses in some outlying suburbs
have been sold off, while others in the inner
city area are being upgraded. However we are
finding that more and more people are wanting
to live right on campus, particularly if they are
here for only a short period and don't have
furniture or a car. These townhouses should
largely fill that need and at the same time bring
the University's accommodation up to the
international standard expected by national
and overseas visitors as we move into the
1990s.

The University's marketing company,
ANUTECH, has sold the apparatus to 11
laboratories, in universities and industry, in
Sweden, Britain, the United States, Japan and
Canada. The first sale was in 1982, to Imperial
College, London, and the most recent to
Eastman Kodak in the U.S.A. Two more sales
are being negotiated and further ones are
expected to follow the identification of the
importance of the science of surfaces and thin
films by the American Office of Science and
Technology Policy.
The apparatus has been the flagship of
ANUTECH. When the company began its full
commercial operations in July, 1982, the
apparatus and the White Cliffs solar energy
project were its two activities.
Researchers in the Department of Applied
Mathematics have recently started using two
new surfaces in the apparatus. These surfaces
promise to extend dramatically its range of
application. A Senior Research Fellow in the
Department, Dr Roger Horn, and a Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr Mark Clarkson, have been
experimenting with sapphire crystals grown in
the UK and obtained from this U.S.A. A
Research Fellow, Dr Hugo Christenson, and a
PhD student, Mr John Parker, have started
studying the interactions between a mica and a
silver surface in the Department.

NEW CERAMICS
Previously the surfaces were two smooth
layers of mica, between which various liquids
could be interposed. The use of mica has
limited the number of materials to which the
device could be applied. New ceramics and
materials used in optics and electronics could
now have their surface forces measured. In
particular, it will be possible to study the
adhesion between both like and unlike pairs of
materials, which is vitally important in these
fields.
The apparatus is manufactured in the workshops of RSPhysS with great precision.
Attempts to copy the design have been
unsuccessful. A senior laboratory craftsman,
Mr Peter East, has worked on the manufacture
since its inception and his skill has contributed
significantly to the successful product.

^Goodbye' says last interior designer
Hans Pillig's small office is jam-packed with history. His filing cabinet reveals
a fascinating panorama of ANU from its earliest days.
Mention the opening of the John Curtin School
of Medical Research (JCSMR) two decades
ago, and Mr Pillig will flick through his
folders and find design sketches of the special
dais on which Sir Howard Florey stood to give
his address. In the same file, other sketches —
yellowing with time — show the various
canopies considered to protect Sir Howard's
head from the elements.
The sole remaining interior designer at
ANU, Hans Pillig leaves this month after 32
years. He began as a joiner in a workshop
attached to JCSMR but came quickly to the
notice of the University's first appointed
interior designer, Mr Fred Ward. Recognising
his potential, Mr Ward invited him to join the
Design Unit and so began a long career which
has seen his creative mark stamped on almost
all the University's buildings.
'In the 1950s and 60s, Australian industry
produced very little furniture suitable for
institutions like ANU. So we designed our
own and it was either built here or contracted
out to factories. Part of my job was to inspect
the factories and supervise the work — it
involved a lot of travelling to Sydney and
Melbourne.
'In some cases, the factories went on to use
our designs for their own products. It is a pity
that there was nothing in existence then like
ANUTECH, because we could have sold
rather than given the designs to the manufacturers, benefiting the University financially in
the process'.
At the height of the Design Unit's operations, its six staff were outfitting up to three
new buildings a year. 'We were very busy. As
well as new work, we were often called in
to re-arrange existing offices to suit different
staff.

His other jobs included designing and
making one-off gifts for visiting dignitaries.
Former United States President, Lyndon B.
Johnson has a cigar box hand-crafted by Mr
Pillig which was presented on his historic visit
to Australia during the Vietnam era. Another
piece Mr Pillig is particularly proud of is a
Tasmanian Blackwood coffee table with a
floating glass top — a farewell gift to former
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Anthony Low.
Although he has still been designing fittings
and specialised pieces of furniture, very few
tables and chairs are now made for the
University. These days, due to the skill of
industrial designers, most of the furniture we
require is readily available on the market. The
University's Working Environment Advisory
Committee now suggests what we should buy
and this is usually done through Central
Stores'.
There are two matters that concern Hans
Pillig on the eve of his retirement. Firstly he
believes that many of the individually designed pieces of furniture built for the University
(many of them by Fred Ward, who is widely
regarded as one of Australia's most important
twentieth century designers) lie forgotten in
the storage tunnel above Parkes Way. He
believes many of the pieces are historically
significant and should be resurrected and
preserved.
Secondly, as the sole remaining member of
the Design Unit, he has in his charge all the
sketches and plans showing in minutest detail
the building of the Australian National University. As it is possible that his job will not be
filled, what, he wonders, will happen to these
when he has gone?

Hans Pillig is framed between the display cases he designed for the Department of Classics, Faculty of Arts.
What will happen to his designs when he has gone? Photo: Bob Cooper.

'At ANU the electricity
doesn't fail!'
Do you remember those remarkable terracotta Chinese warriors which visited
Austraha a few years back? A small team of three Chinese scientists, using the
latest carbon 14 techniques, has recently dated the near life-size figures at about
2,100 years.
A member of that team was a geochemist,
Assistant-Professor Zhou Weijan, who at 34
years of age is one of the youngest academics of
such rank in China.
This year. Professor Zhou is at ANU, furthering her studies of carbon dating technology in
the Research School of Pacific Studies (RSPacS). It is no surprise that she is here. Since
Australia and China established diplomatic relations in the 1970s, ANU has developed
strong ties with several Chinese tertiary institutions, including the Xian Laboratory of Loess
and Quaternary Geology at Academia Sinica,
where Professor Zhou works. The Director of
her laboratory is one of China's most prominent scientists. Professor Liu Tungsheng, who
was presented with an honorary Doctorate of
Science when he visited ANU in May this year.
Professor Liu's laboratory, set up in 1985 in
Shaanxi Province, is located near the famous
Loess Plateau with its abundance of human and
other fossils, some of which have been dated at
1.2 million years. Workers at the Institute are
studying the plateau's sedimentary deposits in
an effort to understand the environmental changes which have taken place during its vast history.
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China has many carbon 14 dating
laboratories, but as Professor Zhou admits,
most have to be content with relatively antiquated equipment. However, her new
laboratory has some of the most modem scientific equipment in the country and is of international standard. Influential in its establishment was Mr John Head, a Senior Research
Officer in the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory,
RSPacS.
He has visited the Loess region several times
and spent 14 weeks at the Xian laboratory last
year, teaching its scientists how to use
chemical treatment techniques for samples in
order to take full advantage of the highly sophisticated equipment which had just been installed.
Professor Zhou says one of the pleasures of
working at ANU is that spare parts for the
scientific equipment can be obtained so readily. Also, the electricity supply here is reliable. 'At our lab in China, we may be in the
process of carrying out some difficult work
when the electricity will suddenly fail.
However, we do have plans to build our own
generator.'

A problem for Chinese academics visiting
overseas is that their families are not allowed to
travel with them. Professor Zhou's husband, a
geologist, is studying for six months in Germany, and their six year old daughter is having
to stay with relatives. Professor Zhou will have
no opportunity to see her husband and child
until she returns to China next year.

Until then. Professor Zhou will continue testing sediment samples she brought from Loess
Plateau. As well, she is working on a project
led by Professor Donald Walker, the Head of
the Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology, RSPacS, to study the ecology of trees
in the politically sensitive rainforests of North
Queensland, using the radiocarbon technique.

Prize winner criticises
foreign 'aid mentality'

The Milky Way

Much overseas aid provided by the developed countries is so contrary to the
needs of poor recipients that they are passively resisting, even sabotaging,
development projects, according to one of the winners of the University's 1986
Crawford Prizes for postgraduate students.
Dr Douglas Porter, now a postdoctoral
fellow in the Department of Human Geography, Research School of Pacific Studies
(RSPacS), blamed the perspective underlying
development aid programs, which has been
dubbed the 'development vending machine
mentality'.
Dr Porter's prize-winning PhD thesis was
based on six case studies in Western Samoa,
Fiji, New Zealand and the Philippines. He is
currently preparing it for publication.
Dr Porter did his first degree in economics
and geography at the University of Waikato in
Hamilton, New Zealand, then studied regional
development and worked on development
projects in New Zealand and the Pacific. This
work provided case studies for his research at
ANU.
In his PhD he examined the historical roots
of development theory, the ethics of aid
professionals and the evaluation of projects.
Over the last few years the theory of
overseas aid has become dominated by talk of
'professionalism' and the use of sophisticated
economic models. The models indicate what
'inputs' are needed to generate growth. The
development projects taken on by aid agencies, such as the Australian International
Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB),
are then dictated by these models.
From the point of view of the recipients, Dr
Porter criticised this approach as too abstract.
The aid devoted to integrated regional development tended to miss the mark. A macroeconomic view from Canberra might not
apply to local circumstances, he said. The
projects did not strengthen local capacities and
institutions, failed to mobilise local resources,
including finance, and restricted local initiatives.

APPROACHES
Dr Porter said that the approaches and
methods of aid professionals institutionalised
the people on the receiving end into frames of
reference and organisation which often meant
they had no chance to participate on their own
terms. After the 'inputs' ceased, the development was not sustained.
The thesis described a broad 'development
malaise', where development activities tended
to concentrate authority and wealth in the
elites and increase the oppression of the poor.
An example from the case studies in the thesis
was Australian aid in Zamboanga del Sur in
the Philippines where the development strategy was linked to the central government and
the military. In such cases, the villagers often
felt the most appropriate response was nonviolent resistance, foot-dragging and flight.
Some resorted to sabotage.
Dr Porter said that big development aid
projects were 'twiddling a human knob on a
vending machine', treating the people as an
afterthought.
Development had to be organised to avoid
creating resistance. The recipients had to be
given more knowledge of what was planned
and control over decisions rather than having
dams, roads or modern agricultural techniques
delivered on a universally prescribed basis.
'We must be particularly responsive to the
local situation,' he said.

Successful development programs in West
Africa began with thorough research and the
organising of local people, Dr Porter said.
External skills and money were used sparingly
while local resources were built up. The
control, management and evaluation of projects was devolved to those supposed to be
benefiting from them. Peasants formed
alliances to increase their financial and political strength.
Dr Porter is planning a second book on
locally managed development projects that
have had some success. These projects are in
the Solomon Islands, the Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh, Sudan and Kenya.

Linguist
honoured
An ANU linguist has been awarded
the Vanuatu Independence Medal
for services to the republic.
Dr Darrell Tyron, a Senior Fellow in the
Department of Linguistics, Research School
of Pacific Studies (RSPacS^told ANU Reporter he was absolutely delighted with the
honour, which was presented to him by
President Ati George Sokomanu at a ceremony
held in the President's office in Vila on 25
September. The ceremonhy was attended by
the Australian High Commissioner to
Vanuatu, Mr Greg Irwin, and Mrs Irwin, and
representatives of the Vanuatu government.
Dr Tryon has been involved in language research in Vanuatu for the past 20 years and was
an advisor to the constitutional conmiittee on
language matters prior to Vanuatu's independence in 1980. He also carried out its first
systematic language survey of the islands, the
results of which were published in a book by
Pacific Linguistics. His main interest is in
Oceanic languages and he has played an active
role in Vanuatu's Cultural Centre for many
years. Dr Tryon is particularly interested in the
preservation of tradition in Vanuatu and in teaching young Vanuatuans the techniques of recording.
The Vanuatu Independence Medal has been
awarded to very few non-Vanuatuans.

The Milky Way — the afterlife dreaming of the Yirritja moiety of the Aboriginal people of
Northeast Arnhem Land, is one of a number of Aboriginal artworks owned by ANU and on
display until the end of the month at the Exhibition Room of the University Drill Hall
Gallery. Admission (Wednesday to Sunday: noon to 5pm) and catalogues are free. This
painting is by one of the region's outstanding artists, Banapana Maymuru, who with his
father Narritjin Maymuru, was a Creative Arts Fellow at ANU in 1978. Both artists, who
were of the Yolgnu people, near Yirrkala, have since died. Photo: Stuart Hay.

Indonesian elections ^peacefuF — academic
Indonesia's elections earlier this year were probably the most peaceful the country has seen, according to Mr Andrew
Maclntyre, politics speaker at the Indonesia Update, organised last month by the Department of Political and Social
Change and the Indonesia Project in the Research School of Pacific Studies (RSPacS).
Mr Maclntyre said the armed forces seemed
less inclined to give open support to the
government electoral organisation, Golkar,
than in previous elections, and there had been
relatively few violent incidents. It appeared
the government was firmly in control and that
Indonesia could expect 'more of the same'
over the next few years.
The seminar, which has become an annual
event, reviews political, economic and social
trends in Indonesia over the previous year and
has become an important forum for the
exchange of views between academics, officials and the informed public.

Mr Maclntyre, a postgraduate student in the
Department of Political and Social Change,
recently returned from a year's fieldwork in
Jakarta for research on policy-making at senior
levels in the Indonesian Government. He was
in Jakarta during the elections.
During discussion, Dr Harold Crouch of the
same department, also pointed to the apparently low level of political tension, but noted
signs of a loss of morale in the ruling elite,
especially over the issue of corruption.
Dr Hal Hill, head of the RSPacS Indonesia
Project, said that while Indonesia had been
badly hit by the fall in oil prices, the
government had performed well in cutting

expenditure. On the other hand, Dr Robert
Rice of Monash University, questioned
whether the Indonesian economy, already in
recession, needed further government spending cuts.
It was suggested in discussion that the
recent international stockmarket crash might
benefit Indonesia by reducing interest rates.
During the forum, a new book was launched. It is The demographic dimension in
Indonesian development (OUP Kuala Lumpur), written by Dr Terry Hull and Dr Gavin
Jones, of RSPacS, together with Dr Valerie
Hull and Dr Graeme Hugo.
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Are diamonds forever?
How old are diamonds? No way has
yet been devised for answering this
question directly, although it is now
possible to get an indirect answer by
dating minerals that crystallised synchronously with diamond. A group of
scientists in the Research School of
Earth Sciences (RSES), led by Professor Bill Compston, have an ongoing
project to do just this, using the
School's ion microprobe to date zircon found associated with diamonds
from various environments.
Suitable samples are rare, and a visiting Soviet
scientist has been using the ion microprobe to
determine the age of zircons containing small
crystals of diamond (so-called 'microdiamonds'). These diamond-bearing zircons,
along with associated diamond-bearing garnets, have only recently been discovered in
Kazakhstan in the Soviet Union. The first brief
description of these rocks was published in
July, in the Soviet journal Geology and
Geophysics. These diamonds are found only
as inclusions within zircon and garnet (both
used as gems); these host minerals may have
protected these particular crystals from conversion to graphite as the rocks were brought
back to the surface. The ion microprobe in
RSES, constructed in the School's workshops,
is the only one of its type in the world and can
date even the most minute particles of suitable
minerals such as zircon. Dating the diamondbearing zircons will give earth scientists
insights into both the processes involved in the
formation of these unique diamonds, as well
as more general information about the processes that shaped the planet.

COURIER
Dr Alexander Sobolev, a leading scientist at
the Vemadsky Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry in Moscow, describes
himself as merely a 'courier', carrying the
diamonds on behalf of a team of Soviet
scientists, led by his brother. Professor Nick
Sobolev, who is Vice-Director of the Institute
of Geology and Geophysics — a sub-branch of
the Soviet Academy of Science — in Novosibirsk in the Soviet Far East. Professor Sobolev
himself has been a frequent visitor to ANU.
The Kazakhstan diamonds were found by
the Soviet scientific team during a systematic
search for diamonds and coesite (a high
pressure form of quartz) following the discovery of coesite in quartzites in the Italian Alps a
few years ago. Until then, coesite was known
naturally only around meteorite impacts, and
from rocks in the blast zone of nuclear
explosions. The Kazakhstan diamonds are
found in rocks (basalts and sediments) typical
of the earth's surface, though now extensively
recrystallised at high pressures. Until their
discovery, geologists believed that all diamonds came from the earth's mantle, forming at depths of 200 to 300 kilometres or more.
The Kazakhstan diamonds, the first found to
have formed in rocks that had once been at the
surface of the earth, demonstrate that buoyant
(relative to the dense underlying mantle)
surface rocks can be forced to great depths
within the earth, and then brought rapidly back
to the surface. Study of these unique rocks will
give geologists some idea of the forces
involved in earth processes such as mountain
building. A possible analogy would liken the
'burying' of these rocks to that of trying to
force a soccer ball to the bottom of a
swimming pool. Considerable force needs to
4
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Dr Alexander Sobolev is pictured using the ion microprobe at ANU. Picture courtesy RSES.
be exerted, and, when released, the soccer ball
(or the diamond-bearing rocks) soon pop back
up to the surface. The forces involved are
greater than many geologists thought likely
within the earth.
Dr Sobolev told ANU Reporter that the
Kazakhstan diamonds were thought to have
formed at pressures of 40 kilobars (or 40,000
atmospheres), equivalent to depths within the
earth of about 120 kilometres. The diamonds
were discovered when the scientists inspected
the rocks through a microscope. Most are
small, about 10 microns (or one hundredth of a
millimetre) across, and are of no commercial
but great scientific value. The diamonds and

their enclosing host minerals (zircon and
garnet) crystallised together at these very high
pressures. Thus dating the zircons tells when
the diamonds crystallised and better enables
eluciation of the processes leading to their
formation. Preliminary analysis of the results
indicates that these diamonds formed relatively recently, only a few hundred million years
ago.
This contrasts with previous results
obtained at ANU and elsewhere for diamonds
from more typical mantle-derived sources.
Professor Compston, who led the group that
designed and built the RSES ion microprobe,
and research associate Ian Williams have

Gold pin for Sir Mark
The founding Director of the Research School of Physical Sciences
(RSPhysS), Emeritus Professor Sir Mark Oliphant, was presented with a
special gold pin at the RSPhysS Founder's Day in October. The presentation
was made by the School's current Director, Professor John Carver.
The special founder's pin recognises Sir
Mark's contribution to the School. He was
Director of RSPhysS from 1950 to 1963. Sir
Mark, who is now 86, has returned to the
School each year in October, as near as
possible to his birthday.
Founder's Day this year included some brief
and good-humoured talks on aspects of research in RSPhysS and a display of technical
apparatus produced by the School's craftsmen
and technical staff. Because of wet weather
the barbecue, usually held on the banks of
Sullivans Creek, was transferred indoors.
The speakers were Dr John Howard on the

surprises of plasma research, Dr Tuck Choy
on the history and recent developments in
superconductor research. Professor Brian
Anderson on telephone systems, Dr Andrzej
Radlinski on the laser glazing of rapidly
quenched metals, Dr David Weisser on
accelerator electrodes, Dr John Love on optical fibres, Dr Paul Mackerras on the difficulties computers have recognising boundaries,
Dr Roger Richardson reading Mr Andrew
Coppers notes on the unsolved problems of
limit cycles in quadratic systems, and Dr
William Price on the diffusion of tea and
coffee at the breakfast table.

Hostel for Nigerian women
The Nigerian Association of University
Women has launched an appeal to raise funds
to build a hostel for women students at the
University of Ibadan. The association says
that, at present, women are obliged to find
accommodation in less than salubrious or safe
areas around the University.

The appeal is supported by the International
Association of University Women (NAUW),
which is based in Geneva, and through it, the
Australian branch of the organisation. Donations can be sent directly to NAUW, University PO, Ibadan, Nigeria, or to the Honorary
Treasurer, AFUW-ACT, PO Box 520, Canberra City, ACT 2601.

dated a zircon found trapped within a diamond
found in Colorado. Professor Compston and
graduate student Peter Kinny have shown that
zircons associated with diamonds in southern
African kimberlites (the main source of commercial diamonds) are at least 3,000 million
years old. Scientists in the United States have
obtained similar ages for other minerals found
trapped within southern African diamonds, so
it appears that diamonds have been forming
throughout much of the earth's history. In
other words, to geologists at least, diamonds
are not forever, but even young diamonds can
provide important clues as to how the earth
works — as well as being pretty.

Seminar on
higher
education and
business
The University's marketing company,
ANUTECH, and the Department of Industry,
Technology and Commerce are sponsoring a
seminar on the interaction between higher
education and commerce in Canberra. Similar
seminars have been held in other capitals. The
title of the seminar is Research and industry
working for Canberra.
The Managing-Director of ANUTECH, Mr
John Morphett, said ANUTECH's experience
in the transfer of research to industry put the
company in a special position to undertake the
sponsorship.
Apart from government consultancies, the
potential for interchange between academia
and the ACT community had not been realised, particularly in the physical and medical
sciences.
The Member for Eraser, Mr John Langmore, will open the seminar at 1pm on 26
November. There will be six speakers presenting a variety of perspectives, a panel discussion and refreshments before the finish at
6pm. The cost is $20, payable in advance. For
further information, telephone Miss Harriette
Wilson on 49 2329.

Who cares for the carers?
A stroke is a devastating experience, not least of all for the victim's family who
must eventually shoulder the burden of care. However, a researcher at ANU
has found that the slow job of rehabilitation is often made unnecessarily difficult
because hospital staff, particularly nurses, do not give enough information to
families about the patient's condition before he or she is sent home.
Anne McGown is a Masters student in the
Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts.
She is also a triple-certificate nurse. 'When I
was nursing, it used to annoy me that stroke
patients were sent home with virtually no
screening. Often they were far less capable at
home than in hospital where nurses were on
hand to choose their clothes and assist with
basic living skills.'
Her research is centring on the amount of
information carers believed they could have
absorbed during the patient's stay in hospital

compared with the amount of information nursing staff believed the carers were capable of
absorbing. A pilot study of 40 different carers
Ms McGown carried out in Brisbane last year
confirmed her suspicion that nursing staff were
not offering carers the information they believed they needed.
'I found that carers were informed about the
obvious things such as whether the patient
could walk properly, but usually had little idea
about how to cope with problems of fine-tuning

such as remembering the correct order to dress
and wash.
* Another big problem I found during the
pilot study was that, because of a lack of proper
assessment of stroke patients prior to discharge, relatives were often advised to make
unnecessary modifications to their homes. For
instance, one woman spent $20,000 installing
ramps around her house, only to find out that by
the time her husband arrived home, he could
walk up the steps. In another instance, a
woman was told to buy a $200 pair of specially
made shoes because of a badly swollen foot.
But when the shoes came, she found them to be
totally impractical and that cheap, vinyl ones
from K-Mart were much better.'
After subjecting the pilot study to a reliability test, Ms McGown is now carrying out

Visitors from the Centre

the main study, looking this time at the carers
of stroke victims in the ACT and Newcastle
regions. She is interviewing 50 carers, 50 nurses and a control group of 50 people who have
had no contact with stroke victims. She is asking them all to complete a detailed questionnaire. T am interviewing groups in the two
areas because Newcastle has a reputation as a
centre of excellence for rehabilitation.
However, in the interviews I have completed so
far, I have found that the information given to
carers is no better there than anywhere else.'
Ms McGown believes the public is too willing to write off stroke victims. 'Strokes are
becoming more common as the population ages
and they can happen to anyone. Strokes are just
an accident in the head — a blood vessel bursts
and most people who suffer them do not die.
They end up walking and talking again. It is the
carers who play the crucial role in this rehabilitation process. They are the lifeline, but
they are very dependent on hospitals for information which, too often, they are just not getting. A classic example is the way in which the
family is almost always asked to leave the bedside when the doctor arrives to do his or her
rounds.'

NURSES

Pictured outside the Department of Geology during a recent visit to ANU are staff and pupils of the Catholic High School in Alice Springs.
Standing at rear, from left: Richard O'Brien, Kenny Presley, Kim Dick, Jenny Brennan {partly obscured), Matthew Stanyer, Chris
McCallister, Mike O'Keeffe (teacher), Francine McCarthy (partly obscured), David Hall, Mandy Petty, Lisa Valentine, Andrew Tiver, Colleen
Doyle (tour co-ordinator); standing, centre right, from left: Rachel Osland, Catherine Reid, Melanie Hansen; kneeling, from left: Dan
O'Dwyer, Simon Floreani, Vanessa Florez; Anne-Marie Smith. Photo: Pauline Hawke.

Solomons thank ANU
The Prime Minister of the Solomon Islands, Mr Ezekiel Alebua, recently thanked ANU for its assistance towards the
Poha Research project, a joint venture between the Guadalcanal Cultural Centre and ANU, which is looking at the early
history of settlement in Guadalcanal. He believes the project will be of lasting value because it will help identify outside
links with the Solomon Islands.
Mr Alebua visited the historical sites of
Vatulumu Povosi (Poha Cave) and the ancient
taro terraces of Visale in West Guadalcanal, as
part of a field trip in September this year. He
spoke highly of the research being done for the
history of the Guadalcanal people and the
Solomon Islands as a whole.
Poha Cave has one of the largest collections
of rock art in the Solomon Islands and contains
designs also found in other Austronesian
language areas. Test results of samples submitted to the ANU radiocarbon laboratory
have confirmed human occupation of the cave
to date back as far as 2,900 years.
Mr David Roe, an ANU student of the
Department of Prehistory, in the Research
School of Pacific Studies, RSPacS, who is
collaborating with the Guadalcanal Cultural
Centre, recently discovered the taro terraces at
Visale and believes them to be several hundred
years old. There is no known reference to this
particular kind of garden technique in Guadalcanal since that of the description in 1568 by
the explorer Alvaro De Mendana. Today,

local inhabitants appear to have no knowledge
of this agricultural technique, although similar
methods of taro growing can be found in use in

parts of Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji and
Polynesia and not long ago was widely used in
the Western Province of the Solomons.

Managing chemicals
Those dilemmas of decision-making faced by different people throughout the
life of a chemical product, from laboratory to disposal, will be the focus of the
first ANU Public Science Forum, Managing Chemicals: the people behind the
decisions, to be held in the H.C. Coombs Lecture Theatre on Thursday 26 and
Friday 27 November.
At the forum, the views of scientists,
bureaucrats, industrialists, politicians, environmentalists and consumers will be put
under scrutiny by activists, lobbyists, journalists, health workers and economists.
The keynote speaker will be ANU graduate,
Dr Peter Crawford, Managing-Director of
AW A, former Director of the NSW State
Pollution Control Comission and Head of the
OECD Chemicals Program. Other speakers
include Dr Ben Selinger of the Department of
Chemistry, Faculty of Science.
A highlight will be the Forum Lecture to

mark the eightieth birthday of Emeritus
Professor Adrien Albert. Professor Albert,
who is currently a Visiting Fellow in the
Faculty of Science, will speak on the
Similarities and differences between foods,
drugs and poisons.
The forum will be opened at 9.30am by
Professor Ian Ross, Deputy Vice-Chancellor.
The Forum Lecture will be open to the public
on Thursday 26 November at 5.15pm.
Inquiries should be addressed: Managing
Chemicals, Centre for Continuing Education
2891/2662.

'Unfortunately, most nurses see stroke victims as long-term patients whose rehabilitation
lies mainly in the hands of other professionals
such as physiotherapists and occupational
therapists. However, the nurses are the ones
who are with the patient 24 hours a day and can
provide most help to the relatives.'
She does not believe the lack of attention to
the carers is because nurses are too busy. 'The
carers I have talked to say that when they visit,
nurses often seem to be at the desk or having a
tea-break, which hospitals often time to coincide with visiting hours.'
Ms McGown expects to complete her data
collection by early in the new year and her
thesis by the end of 1988. In the meantime, she
would like to see Australian nurses adopt a set
of standard guidelines to be followed when
preparing a stroke patient for discharge. These
would include advice for the carer so that they
were fully informed about the difficulties of
living with the victim of a stroke.
The carers interviewed in Ms McGown's
study are from stroke clubs. However, if there
is anyone who does not belong to a stroke club
and who has information which may be useful,
Ms McGown would like to hear from them.
Her after hours number is 51 6713.

New book on
thesis writing
A new book on thesis writing will soon be
available for honours and postgraduate students who need guidance in the task of
organising and writing their theses.
Written by Dr Frank Lewins of the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Arts, Writing a
Thesis: A Guide to Its Nature and Organisation will be useful for scholars in a variety of
disciplines because of its broad approach and
acknowledgement of different types of theses.
The book looks in detail at two fundamental
questions: what is a thesis? and how does a
student go about writing one? It is a high
quality, desk-top publication produced entirely on campus. The book will be available from
the Co-op bookshop and ANUTECH for
$11.95.
ANU Reporter Friday 13 November 1987
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Council Notes • • • Council Notes • . . Council Notes . . .
The Vice-Chancellor, Emeritus Professor Peter Karmel, told a meeting of the
Council of the University on 9 October that the year 1988 was to be treated by
the government as an extension of the 1985-87 triennum as far as funding
guidelines were concerned, and the next triennium, if there was one, would be
for 1989-91. The break in the triennial sequence had been as a result of the
changes in the structure of government and the gathering together of
Employment, Education and Training into one portfolio, following the
election.
Professor Karmel said that the Budget
provided funds for an extra 3,500 to 4,000
intake in the fields of science, economics/
accountancy/commerce and industrial design.
The extra funds associated with this increase
in enrolments — $23 million — was illusory,
he said, because the government had, in its
May economic statement, removed $24 million from higher education as an 'efficiency
dividend'.
The government had also asked the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Conmiission
( C T E C ) to recommend changes to the
composition of current student intakes, to
provide a total of up to 5,800 new places for
young school-leavers. This, he said, implied a
reduction of some 2,000 for older students.
The guidelines indicated that the additional
places in 1988 should be allocated to institutions on a competitive basis. Also, the additional intakes should be directed to those
institutions able to demonstrate their capacity
to accommodate enrolment growth in the most
cost-efficient way — which seemed to imply a
system of tendering.
The government would also permit institutions to charge fees for 'formal award courses
designed for professional upgrading or extension purposes or which are directed primarily
at those already well established in employment'. In each case, the Minister's approval
would be required.
The Budget also provided for increases in
Austudy allowances: away-from-home or independent allowances for those over 18 would
rise from $80 to $91.20 a week.
The Vice-Chancellor drew Council's attention to the Minister's announcement (at the
time of the Budget) of the establishment,
within his department, of an Australian Research Council (ARC), which would:
• support both fundamental research and
research which will directly contribute to

national economic and social development;
• enhance the training of research personnel; and
• improve the interaction between the
higher education research sector and
industry and other government research
sectors.
The new body would be responsible for the
Australian Research Grants Scheme, the
National Research Fellowship Scheme, the
Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships Scheme, the
Marine Science and Technologies Grants
Scheme, the Commonwealth Postgraduate
Awards Scheme, Grants to the Learned
Academies, Grants for Special Research Centres and Key Centres of Teaching and Research (in co-operation with CTEC).
As a first step towards concentrating and
targeting research resources, the government
had decided to re-allocate $5 million from
general recurrent grants to universities for
1988. Professor Karmel said these funds
would be redirected on the advice of the ARC,
in collaboration with CTEC, to establish new
research centres and key centres of teaching
and research. This was likely to be the first of
a series of transfers of this kind, he said.

Other major matters which came
before Council, separate reports of
which appeared in the 23 October
issue of ANU Reporter, were the
University's Strategic Plan, the restructuring of the John Curtin School
of Medical Research and Council's
resolution that any reformed structure
for higher education advice to the
Commonwealth should include a
body established by Act of Parliament
which would report publicly.*

CHANCELLORSHIP

HUMANITIES RESEARCH CENTRE

The Vice-Chancellorship paid tribute to Sir
Richard Blackburn, Chancellor of A N U ,
who died on 1 October, the full text of which
appeared in the 23 October issue of ANU
Reporter. Council, at its meeting, resolved to
appoint a committee to advise it on the
appointment of a new Chancellor. The committee is headed by the Vice-Chancellor.
Other members are: the chairmen of both
academic boards, the President of the A N U
Students' Association, Senator Peter Baume,
Dr R.E. Klugman, Mr Richard Refshauge, Mr
David Solomon, Ms Margot Bremner, Professor R.D. Terrell, Professor R.O. Slatyer and
Drs. D.J. Faulkner, J.D. Ritchie, N.K. Boardman and L . A . Brodribb, and Ms H.J. Wright.

Professor C.I.E. Donaldson has been reappointed Director of the Humanities Research Centre for five years from 1 January
1988, on the recommendation of both
academic boards.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
Council received a report by a committee
set up in November 1986 to report on the
availability of accommodation for undergraduate students. It noted the conmiittee's judgment that there was sufficient student accommodation on campus, but that an imbalance
existed between full-board and self-catering
places, given the current student preferences
for the latter. It invited the Chairman of the
Committee, Professor Karmel, and the Assistant Vice-Chancellor, Mr Colin Plowman, to
continue their discussions with the Provincial
of the Dominican Order and Father Jackson,
about the possibility of 60 places in John
X X I I I College being converted to selfcatering.

ART HISTORY
Council approved the establishment of a
Department of Art History from 13 November, within the Faculty of Arts, to be headed
by Professor C.M.B. Greenhalgh.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
DICTIONARY
Subject to satisfactory negotiations with
Oxford University Press, an Australian
National Dictionary Centre, headed by Dr
W.S. Ramson, is to be established within the
University and associated with the Faculty of
Arts. The Centre will be set up for five years
in the first instance and will be reviewed
towards the end of this period. Dr Ramson will
be responsible to the Dean of Arts.

HEADSHIPS
The following headships were approved by
Council: Department of History, Research
School of Social Sciences (RSSS): Professor
K.S. Inglis; Department of Law, RSSS: Dr
P.G. Sack (reappointment for one year from 1
January 1988 or until a new professor takes up
duty); Department of Botany, Faculty of
Science: Dr M.I. Whitecross.

* The Minister, Mr Dawkins, announced the abolition of CTEC and the establishment of new
advisory structures on 15 October.

Hockey reunion

Prospects for forests
The battle for Australian eucalypt forests has been raging around Australia for
more than a decade. While conservationists express concern that logging and
woodchipping will destroy the last of the continent's forest wilderness,
woodchippers have demanded new and larger areas of timber to maintain
profits and employment in their industry.
The federal government has allowed the
continuation of woodchipping in Tasmania at
the same time as it endeavours to protect
National Estate areas. In Victoria and NSW,
the state governments will soon be deciding
whether to begin or extend woodchipping in
Gippsland and near Eden.
So the arrival of a new book on the subject
is timely. The Centre for Resource and
Environmental Studies (CRES) has recently
published a book on the future of hardwood
forests called Prospects for Australian Hardwood Forests. It has been edited by Dr John
Dargavel and Gordon Sheldon. The book has
contributions from university and CSIRO
researchers, state land managers including
foresters, conservationists, unionists and timber producers.
The contributions discuss the objectives of
various groups interested in the future of
hardwood forests and endeavour to show the
economic opportunities and realities in achiev6
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ing those objectives. The conservationists
argue that it is possible to save forests and
jobs, while the timber industry demands large,
secure sources of timber.
In the book's conclusion, Dr Dargavel and a
former Visiting Fellow at CRES, A.J. Leslie,
write: 'Certainly the belligerent attitudes
adopted and the exaggerated statements and
distorted statistics put forward by some contenders appear to preclude any reasonable
form of social cooperation. Readers may feel
that some of these attitudes are revealed in
chapters of this book . . .
'Reasoned argument and commonsense
practice do have the potential to find sensible
compromises amid the squabbles . . . Hence
this book should be seen not just as a
collection of divergent views but as one of
ideas and opportunities. By developing those
ideas and grasping the opportunities we can
make a positive stand to create a brighter
future.'

Six members of the 1937 ANU Hockey team line up to be counted at the Club's fiftieth
anniversary and reunion dinner at the Ainslie Football Club. They are from top left
clockwise, Bill Carney, John Somerville, Neville Kruger, Colin Fereday, Jack Richardson
and Phil Gilbert. The photograph held by Mr Richardson is of the original team line-up and
was featured in the 25 September edition of ANU REPORTER. Photo: Vivienne Skinner.

UNESCO meeting

Briefly.
ANU/CCAE intensive
language courses
The Centre for Continuing Education is again
organising a summer program of intensive
language courses. They will be held at the
University and at the Canberra College of
Advanced Education between 12 January and
5 February. The courses attempt to teach
students how to speak and understand the
language and are 'extremely demanding'.
Languages taught are Arabic, Chinese, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, German and
French. A two-day course in English grammar
for prospective foreign language students will
be held ahead of the program. For further
information, please call (062) 4 9 3817 or
write to: The Co-ordinator, Summer Language
Program, Centre for Continuing Education,
Australian National University, GPO Box 4,
Canberra. ACT 2601.
Continued from page 8

Academic
Diaiy
Diary entries for the next issue
close at 5pm on Wednesday 18
November and will be for the
period Monday 30 November to
Friday 18 December inclusive.
Please assist us by submitting
ALL diary entries on forms
available from University Information, 2229.
Monday 16 November
Psychology IFaculties sem, Mr F.
Roldan — The role of attention in
the experience and report of
physical sensations in the coronary-prone behaviour pattern,
3.30pm, sem rm 105, Psychology bldg.
Tuesday 17 November
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Robert Gushing — The
migration experience: Insights
from the NSSS, 12.30pm, sem
rm D, Coombs.
Far Eastern History, RSPacS
sem, Ms J. Fox — The distribution of labour activity in Tianjin,
Ham, sem rm E, Coombs.
Political Science, RSSS sem,
Conservatism and political
leadership in Canada, 4pm, sem
rm D, Coombs.
Demography, RSSS sem, DrL.H.
Day — Consequences of universal control over fertility, 3.30pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
HRCIFaculties sem, Dr David
Runia — Philo: A past master?
4pm, reading rm, HRC, A.D.
Hope.
Wednesday 18 November
Philosophy Society sem, Dr Kim
Sterelny — Why is it all so hard?
Socio-biology and human nature,
8pm, sem rm F, Coombs.
Anthropology, Prehistory & Anthropology, RSPacS!Arts sem, Dr
Deane Fergie — Transforming
women: ritual expressions in an
island Melanesian society,
9.30am, sem rm C, Coombs.
Pacific & Southeast Asian History, RSPacS sem, Dr Sione
Latukefu — The Nagriamel
movement: a catalyst for political
change in Vanuatu, 2pm, sem rm
D, Coombs.
Centre for Research on Federal
Financial Relations!Directors' s
Unit, RSSS sem. Professor
Charles Murray — Welfare
Reform, 2.15pm, sem rm A,
Coombs.
The Magellan Society invites you
to a talk by Dr Andrew Hopkins
— The Nicaraguan RevolutionComparisons with Cuba and
Mexico, 8pm, HRC Reading rm,
A.D. Hope.

A UNESCO sub-regional seminar on continuing education to be held at the University this
month, will discuss strategies for achieving
the Asia-Pacific Program of Education for All
The seminar, which will run from 16-20
November, is expected to attract delegates
from China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Republic
of Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan,
The Philippines, Papua N e w Guinea, Sri
Lanka, Samoa, Thailand, Tonga and Vietnam.
The Centre for Continuing Education is
organising the seminar and inquiries should be
directed to Ms Ann Martin on x2891.

Undergraduate members
of Council
Two representatives of undergraduate students
have been elected to the University Council.
They are Katherine Mary Lawrence and James
David Popple. They will hold office until 3
November, 1988.

RSC, Joint Chemistry
Dept!
CSIRO sem, Dr K.U. Ingold —
A chemist looks at Vitamin E
(part 1), 11am, sem rm 134,
RSC.
Thursday 19 November
History, RSSS sem, Denis Winter
— C.E.W. Bean as historian,
10.45 am, sem rm D, Coombs.
Sociology, RSSS sem, Jonathon
Kelley — Perceptions of ascription and achievement in four
nations: Data from the National
Social Science Survey/International Social Survey, 4pm, sem
rm E, Coombs.
RSCHnorganic Chemistry sem,
Dr Karl Gschneider — Lattice
instability and superconductivity
in LA3S4 based materials, 11am,
sem rm 134, RSC.
CRES sem, Dr Angela Ivanovichi
— Enigallo Marine Park, Australia's newest initiative in
marine conservation, 12.301.45pm, CRES sem rm, 5th fl,
Hancock.
Friday 20 November
Economic History, RSSS!Economics & Commerce!Faculties!
Joint sem, Dr H.M. Boot —
Competition and profits in an
unregulated banking system: a
first look at the experience of the
Bank of Scotland between 1815
and 1850, 11am, sem rm 1004,
Crisp bldg.
Economics,
RSSS sem, Ric
Symes — An equation for the
real exchange rate, 2pm, sem rm
A, Coombs.
Contemporary
Chian Centre,
RSPacS sem, Jonathan Unger —
The struggle to dictate China's
administration: Ministries vs regions vs the current reforms,
12.30pm, sem rm B, Coombs.
Welcome to bring your lunch; tea
& coffee provided.
RSC, Joint Chemistry Dept!
CSIRO sem, Dr K.U. Ingold —
A chemist looks at Vitamin E
(part 2), 11am, sem rm, 134
RSC.
Monday 23 November
Psychology, Faculties sem, DrR.
Galligan — Neurological and
perceptual underpinnings of eariy
anguage development, 3.30pm,
sem rm 105, Psychology.
Tuesday 24 November
Far Eastern History, RSPacS
sem, Mr J. Makeham — The
meaning of the legalist term
Xingming, 11am, sem rm E,
Coombs.
Political Science, RSSS sem, Professor F. Gruen — The changing
budgetary priorities of Australian
Governments, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.

Humanities Research
Centre,
Faculties sem, Dr Paul Rule —
'Concurrent heathens' interpretations of biblical and non-biblical
mythologies in the late seventeenth century, 4pm, HRC reading rm, A.D. Hope.
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Robert Miller —
Yugoslav migrants in Australia:
The view from there and here,
12.30-1.30pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.
Wednesday 25 November
Anthropology + Prehistory &
Anthropology, RSPacS!Arts sem,
Dr Justine Boow — Perang Pola:
the transformation of Javanese
batik from courtly art to commodity production, 9.30am, sem
rm C, Coombs.
Philosophy Society, Kai-Yee
Wong — Some remarks on reference, 8pm, sem rm F, Coombs.
Thursday 26 November
Sociology,
RSSS sem, John
Barnes — The gentle art of
necrology, 4pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.
History, RSSS sem, Dr W. Gammage — Who gained from land
selection in NSW, 10.45am, sem
rm D, Coombs.
CRES sem. Professor Jim Bowen
— Educating for effective environmental management: The
case of the Great Barrier Reef,
12.30-1.45pm, CRES sem rm,
5th Fl, Hancock.
Canberra Archaeological Society
Meeting, Dr Peter Bellwood —
Caves and open sites: Recent
archaeological research in Sabah,
North Borneo, 8pm, HaydonAllen Tank. All welcome.
ANU Public Science Forum, 2627 November 1987, 'Managing
Chemicals: the people behind the
decisions', 9.30am, Coombs LT,
2891/2662.
ANU Public Science Forum Lecture, Emeritus Professor Adrien
Albert — Similarities and differences between foods, drugs
and poisons, 5.15pm, Coombs
LT, all welcome, 2891/2662.

Arts and
Entertainment
Entries for the next issue close
at 5pm on Wednesday 18
November and will be for the
period Monday 30 November to
Friday 18 December inclusive.
Each notice should be typed on
a separate piece of paper.
Publication is restricted to
events on campus only.
ANU Arts Centre, Eureka Theatre
Company presents 'Away' 7-28
November 1988. Inquiries,
515534.

Care for your back

Gerontology award

The Occupational Health and Safety Unit has
organised a workshop on back care, injury
prevention, lifting techniques and other
aspects of work that affect the back.
The workshop, called Back Facts,, will be
held in the Legal Workshop, F Block, from 30
November to 2 December, between 9am and
5pm daily.

Dr Hal Kendig, of the Urban Research Unit in
the Research School of Social Sciences
(RSSS), has been awarded the Presidential
Award of the International Association of
Gerontology, Asia/Oceania Region in recognition of: 'distinction in gerontological research
in social and behavioural sciences'. The award
is based on his research while serving as
co-ordinator of the School's Ageing and the
Family Project from 1980 to 1985. Presentation of the certificate and prize will be made
by the President of the Association at the twice
yearly regional conference in Bangkok
shortly.

University therapists will advise on the
treatment for back injuries and there will also
be a trade display. For further information ring
the unit on 49 2625.

Japan's financial markets
Leading financial specialists from Australia,
Japan, the United States and Southeast Asia
attended a conference on the regional and
international effects of Japanese financial
reform at the University earlier this month.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Bill
Hay den, addressed the participants. On its
third day the conference moved to the Regent
Hotel in Sydney.
Canberra School of Art, Final
Year Graduating Students Exhibition. December 2-19.
Gallery hours 10-5pm, Mon-Fri,
CSA.
Canberra
School
of
Art,
Photomedia Graduating Students
Exhibition. November 9-20.
Gallery hours 9-4pm, Mon-Fri.
Canberra School of Music,
Graduation Recitals 1987;
Bachelor of Music and Dip Jazz.
November 23-3 December. Inquiries, Canberra School of
Music, 467811.
Monday 16 November
Friends of the Library, Opening
of exhibition of work by the Craft
Bookbinders Guild, 5pm,
McDonald Room, Menzies Building.
Wednesday 18 November
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 19 November
The University
Toastmasters
Club, International speech contest, all welcome, 1 2 . 3 0 1.30pm, IRU sem rm, Chifley
bldg.
Wednesday 25 November
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 26 November
The University
Toastmasters
Club, weekly meeting, all welcome, 12.30-1.30pm, IRU sem
rm, Chifley bldg.
Wednesday 2 December
University II Toastmasters Club,
weekly meeting, new members &
visitors welcome, 12.301.30pm, Staff Training & Development, H Block, OAA.
Thursday 3 December
The University
Toastmasters
Club, weekly meeting, including
'More of the Sunshine State' with
Margaret Robertson, 12.301.30pm, IRU sem rm, Chifley
bldg.
Friday 27 November
Economics, RSSS sem, John
Shannon — Manufacturing exports and the devaluation, 2pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
Monday 30 November
Psychology!Faculties sem, MrR.
Lynd-Stevenson — Employment,
unemployment and psychological
health, 3.30pm, sem rm 105,
Psychology.

Review postponed
The date of the review of the Australia-Japan
Research Centre has been postponed to early
January 1988. Written submissions should be
sent to the Director, Research School of
Pacific Studies (RSPacS) by early December.

Tuesday 1 December
Political Science, RSSS sem, Mr
H. Compston — The impact of
tax changes in Australian state
elections, 1960-85, 4pm, semrm
D, Coombs.
Immigration and Ethnicity, RSSS
sem, Dr Don Rawson — Immigrants and trade unions,
1 2 . 3 0 - 1 . 3 0 p m sem rm D,
Coombs.
RSdPhysical
&
Theoretical
Chemistry sem, Dr C. Rudowicz
— EPS around the world —
report on Denver and Nottingham
conference and collaborative research done in Montreal, 11am,
sem rm 134, RSC.
Thursday 3 December
Sociology, RSSS sem, Jonathan
Kelley & Clive Bean — The
1987 election: Results from the
NSSS 1987 election panel, 4pm,
sem rm E, Coombs.
History, RSSS sem, Dr G. Liik —
The sources of defence. Advice
in p r e - f e d e r a l A u s t r a l i a ,
10.45am, sem rm D, Coombs.
CRES sem, Dr Barry Shaw —
TBA, 12.30-1.45pm, CRES sem
rm, 5th Fl, Hancock.

Zonta Amelia Earhart Fellowship
Awards. For graduate study in
aerospace-related science or engineering. Closing date 31 December 1987.
National University of Singapore
Research Scholarships. Closing
date 30 November 1987.
The Tokyo Foundation for Inbound Students. Scholarships are
available to non-Japanese postgraduate students to promote international exchange. Closing
date December 1987.
University ofWollongong — Master of Studies in Education.
University of Queensland —
Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre. For Postgraduate
Research in Science and Engineering.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority. Augmentive Research
Grant 1988. Closing date 19
December 1987.
Robert Gordon Menzies Scholarship to Harvard 1988!89. Closing
date 31 December 1987.
Information and application
forms for the following Scholarships are available from the Department of Education, P.O. Box
826, Woden ACT 2606 (telephone 83777).
N etherlands
Government
Scholarships 1988!89. Closing
date 20 November 1987.

Awards
Research Grants I988!89, Rural
Industries, Closing dates from 31
December 1987-28 February
1988, Contact: Mr D.H. Eraser,
3692.

Opportunities for study in China
— For study at tertiary level for
two academic years — Closing
date 31 December 1987.
Finnish Government
Scholarships. Closing date 15 January
1988.

Grants for Water Research Partnership Research
Programs,
Closing date, 2 December 1987,
Contact: Mr D.H. Eraser, 3692.

Meetings

Grants for Research in Meat and
Livestock 1988!89, Closing date,
14 December 1987, Contact: Mr
D.H. Eraser, 3692.
Commonwealth Aids Resarch
Grants (CARG), Closing date 13
November 1987, Contact: Mr
D.H. Eraser, 3692.
Details on the following scholarships and awards may be obtained from the
Graduate
Students Section located on the
lower ground floor of the Chancelry Annex.
American Association of University Women 1988-89
International Fellowship for postgraduate study in USA. Closing
date December 1987 and International Federation of University
Women Fellowship, Grants and
Bursaries.
Phone Dr G.M.
Woodroofe 956970 for information.
Australia-American Educational
Foundation. East-West Center,
Honolulu, Hawaii — for graduate
study and research. Closing date
1 December 1987.

International Sociological Association regional seminar on
Education, Youth and NationBuilding,
November 19-20,
1987, Common Room, University House, Contact: Ann Martin,
CCE, 2891.
UNESCO, regional seminar on
Continuing Education, November 16-20 1987, Australian
National University, Contact:
Ann Martin, CCE, 2891.

Visitors
Assoc Professor Brian L. Johnson, University of Western Australia, Visiting Fellow, RSC, to
September 1988, interests: Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 3733.
Dr Ruth Lynden-Bell, University
of Cambridge — Visiting Fellow,
RSC, until April 1988, interests:
C o m p u t e r s i m u l a t i o n of
molecular crystals, 4028.
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Classified
Advertisements are restricted
to staff and students of the
University and members of
Convocation, and to 20 words
each. Normally, only one advertisement per person can be
accepted for each issue. Typed
advertisements should be sent
or delivered to ANU Reporter,
University Information. The
envelope should be marked
* Advertisement*. No advertisements can be accepted over the
telephone. The closing date for
next issues if 5 pm Wednesday
18 November, Inquiries, x2229.

For Sale
Toyota 4-Runner, 4wd,
Diesel 2-4, air-cond, Bull
bar, stereo, $ 1 9 , 5 0 0
571415.
Leyland Marina, 1974,
condition, 4 months rego,
neg; Alice Low 3083.

1986,
& tow
one;
good
$1100

Dachshunds, standard pups available end Nov 1987, 4xf, Ixm
brown $40; Child's pony 12hh
Welsh/Shetland gleding, black,
broken to harness $400; Amanda
2385/415339 (ah).
Baby bassinet, & stand, Bouncinette, 316517.
Sail Board, Bomborra Big Boy,
6.2m^ camber induced sail, harness & spare fin, sailbag, $1200
ono or will swap for a IT200 or
KDX200 in A1 cond; Manual for
929 Mazda $10; 492612/814467
(ah).
Air cooler/convector
heater,
Bonaire, mobile evaporative, as
new $120; 4357/480337.
Video camera, JVC-GZS3 and
accessories, as new, cost $2500
will sell $2000 ono; 4704/
975841.
Desk, 4' X IVi,
two small
drawers, scarred but sturdy $65;
Stephen 813760.
Bunk beds, convertible 2'6"
Kings Paddington includes mattresses & KP desk, all $250;
Bike, suit 7-10 yr old $45;
Various Lego sets 4572/544043.

Toyota Tercel, 1984, 4wd, station wagon, 50,000 km, exc
c o n d i t i o n , $ 1 0 , 4 5 0 ; 2169/
813565.
Subaru Leone, 1980, exc cond,
86,000 km, very economical,
stereo rad/cass, 6 mths ACT
rego, $4,500 ono; 478996 (ah).
Datsun 200B, GX 1979, manual,
very good cond, 9 mths rego,
stereo, new tyres $3,750 ono;
Bed queen size $295; Single bed
$60; Typewriter, Adler $40; Dining table & 2 chairs $58; Bike
$198; 23A Quandong St, O'Connor.

Bike, 10 speed racing, fully
Japanese, alloy, digital trip meter
with 4 functions, detachable front
& rear lights, water bottle, plus
other extras, cost $1000 sell $600
ono; 493506/584098 (ah).
House, Latham, 3 br, kitchen/
family, solid fuel heating in
lounge, studio, car accomd,
shed, cul-de-sac, leafy garden
$84,500; 544726 (ah).

Datsun 200B, 1979, $2800 ono;
485161 on Saturday after 2pm.
Triumph Sports, TR7, sun roof,
11 mths rego, exc cond, $8,000
ono; 3179/815949.
Alloy Roo Bar, Conmiodore 8486, exc cond, cost $300 sell
$180; 2933.
Mattress, foam, for double bed
$30;
Particle
board,
1850x1220x15mm suitable for
under dble bed mattress, $15;
4451/489572.
Bike, lady's 3 speed, exc cond
$90; Baby seat $5; 3813/814487.

Play-Fort, Cubby with slide &
rope ladder, Kopper treated logs
app 1.5mxl. 5mx2m high, probably needs some dismantling for
removal $30; 3578.

Walkie Radio Cass, S a n p , AM/
FM stereo, auto stop, anti rolling,
exc cond $30; 3813/814487.
TV, colour, Sony, 34cm $300;
Radiator $10; Phone extension
cord $15; Iron, steam/dry $20;
Toaster $20; Haminex lampette
$8; Tennis balls (8) $4; Suitcase
(28") $30; Radio $10; 825276
(ah).
Wetsuit, ladies, long sleeve
jacket, worn once $60; Long
Johns, size 12 $30; Fred 2754/
919350 (ah).
Baby capsule. Safe n Sound, as
new $80; Chris 3642.
Fog lights, 1 pair, Narva, QuartzHalogen for car, as new, with
covers 55 watts ea $60; Matthew
Rm D312, B & G Hall.
Clothes dryer, Leonard 506,
good working condition, holds
large wash load, $100 or best
offer. Melissa 3803/921777.
Bed, double, $120 ono; desk,
students, $80 ono; skis and boots,
$100 ono, 4557/815557/812233.
Land, 100 acres 20 mins north of
Batemans Bay, house, phone,
fenced, 2 dams, fruit trees,
surrounded by State Forest, 15
mins, superb beaches, $160,000
ono; 2854.
Cafe-Bar, never used, 20 litre
capacity for coffee, tea or soup,
suit office or business area, $700;
493522.
Bed base, double $40; mattress
$50; Bike, men's, 10 speed $50;
Desk, glass top $100; Couch $30;
Sailboard Hi Fly $800; 2581.
Bike, ladies 3 spd, 2 yrs old, exc
cond $90; Bike baby seat $5;
UNISEF, cassette recording,
AM/FM stereo. Auto stop, headphone, very good cond $25;
3813/814487.
8

D & D, exc condition, Basic
Expert, Companion, Masters,
Assor, modules & accessories,
+ electronic games, as new
3106/413225 (ah).

Camera, Canon A1 with 35-70
zoom lens, leather case and instruction book, inmiaculate cond,
$500; J. Hart 881111(w) 888851
(h).
Camera, Nikon, fully automatic,
$230; Joyce Lim, Ursula College, Rm B114, 489055.
Window,
with f l y s c r e e n ,
2300mm high x 1800 wide, $195
ono; 2106.
Seat covers, suit most small cars,
exc cond $20 pr, 581687 (ah).
Hi-Fi, compact system, Sony
FH-15R,
turner/graphic
equalizer/cass deck/speakers
300W/remote control $599, msg,
Stephen Li 494722 (bh).
Bike, Unisex Peugeot, lights,
rack, 5 gears $100 ono; 2245/
478229.
Bed, double, metal base & mattress, good condition $90 ono;
491194.
Sailboard, Tyronsea Firetail, full
size board & sail, unwanted prize
hardly used, value $1600 sell
$1050 ono; 953582 before 9 or
after 10 pm.
Pram, Steelcraft 2-in-l, vgc $50;
Safe n Sound childs car seats
$50, $25; High chair $15; Bath
tub, toys & lots more, 493089/
823262 (ah).
Land, private sale, 4 blocks from
$22,000 (10 Ha) to $26,500 for
512 (Ha), 11/2 hrs from Canberra,
2 hrs from Liverpool, power &
phone avail, Alex 516484.
Futon, 6" cotton base, black
lacquered oak $350 ono; Fridge,
Toshiba computerised, 3 yr
warranty, brand new $650 ono;
Washing machine, Simpson Genesis, brand new, under warranty
$550 ono; 953581 (ah).
Wardrobe, 3-section with drawers $50; Divan, 3 seater opening
to bed $60; Desk, large with
filing drawers, offers over $100;
Fridge, old style but works well
$100; Ralf 573427.
Bike, BMX type, suitable for
child 8-12 yrs, excellent condition, $70; 887475 (ah).
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Land, 40 acres, 5 mins Dickson,
3 br full brick home, suit extension, 7 paddocks, 3 dams, large
shed/stable, 200 irrigated nut
trees, corral, $210,000; 303325.
Wedding dress, white lace and
satin, full length with train, never
worn, size 10-12, $250 ono;
2527/491267.
Morris Minor 850, 2 door,
C. 1955, recond engine & brakes,
new wiring, tyres, wheels &
radiator, body perfect, new paint,
$2200 ono; 2396/486674 (ah).
Book shelf, as new, 29cm x
200cm W X 124cm H $50;
472491.
Rice cooker, $20; Iron $5; Table
lamp $20; Oven tray $7; J. Tan
485161.
Camper van, Coleman, 6 berth, 3
way fridge, gas stove, annexe,
rego April 1988, easy to tow,
very gd cond $3950; 825473.
Books, 14 vol set E.H. Carr, The
History of Soviet Russia, used
once, still in box, 275509.
Trains, Hornby L-shaped layout
of 3.3m^ with zero-1 computer
control unit and many accessories, support tables and 3 locos
included $750 ono; 3764/477281.
Pine lounge, sturdy with cushions, very gd cond $40; Stroller,
brown cord with sleep bag, brolly
exc cond $45; Drying cabinet
with fan heater & timer $20;
486339.
Holiday, 1 week 'full holiday'
(return airfare, acconmiodation,
breakfast & dinner) for one person at Tara Village (Gold Coast)
$400; Waders, 1 pr, full length,
medium 7/8 size, as new, $25;
Bernard 2755/815376 (ah).
Garage sale, 14/11/87, household items etc. Ford Escort, good
condition, $1500; Lee 477258
(ah).
Bike frame, Spokesman Touring,
21" $120; or exchange for larger
size frame or pair of alloy
wheels, 3853 Monday or 889955
(ah).
Commodore VB 79, 3.3L, ACT
rego 6/88, exc cond, air cond,
recond auto trans, tow bar, $6950
ono; 4043/591698.
Renault TS 20, auto, late 1982,
rego May 1988, speedo 106,500
km, an intelligent car, $9850
ono; 4005/2551/511306.
Wooden playpen, (Tiny Tots)
$25; Eraser chair $8; Brown tiles
4y2cm square, 2 boxes $20;
959218 (ah).
Violin, handmade in Germany,
Nicola Amati copy 7/8 size,
valued at $1000 plus, will sell
$595 ono; 3176/916719 (ah).
Saddle, leather all purpose, exc
cond, with string girth, best
offer, 4707/487502.
Tent, D.M.H. Phoenix — 4 persons, 2.7m X 2m X 1.7m with
2.7m extension fly, exc cond
$100 (or swap for swing set in
exc cond with cash adjust)
917184.
Pram, Gro-Years 2 in 1, hardly
used $60; Occasional table. Oak
$40 -h brown vinyl swivel chair
$30; 4622/512953 (ah).
Binoculars, Super Zenith, 16x50,
new $80 ono; Typewriter, Hanimex Regal portable new $110
ono; Gerard A04, Toad Hall,
494722.
Toyota Crown Custom, 1966,
s/w, 12 mths rego, very reliable,
$1000; Pushbike, Spokesman,
lightweight 20" frame, alloy
components, 6 mths old, brand
new cond $350; Alex 526122/
474963 (h).
Dining table, old drop side,
Desk, roll top, 2 yrs old. Freezer
chest 200L Kelvinator, Bike,
men's 10 speed, lounge suite,
cane sided, old, reas offers,
582531 after 7pm or weekends.
Bose speakers, 350; Adapter DC
$15; Travellers steam iron $10;
Walkman, Sony WA-77, AM/
FM with recording $89; Statistical & scientific calculator $35;
Sophie Lim, B&G Hall, C.234,
493083.

Binoculars, 8x20 $80; Palm size
b/w TV $80; Camera stand $35;
Olympus XA-2 $15; Spanner,
adjust $15; Socket tool set $20;
Koh S.N. B&G Hall, C232,
493083.
Garage sale. Sat 16 November,
Foam mattress. Baby equipment, Clothing, Books, Washing
machine. Cushions, lots more, 8
Way St, O'Connor, x4410.

House, Rosedale, Sth Coast, f/f,
avail from now until mid December, then February 1988 on;
470136.
Room, avail in Downer house,
4 br, furnished, share with 2
others, from Dec 9 (earlier if
necess), non-smoker, $60 p.w.
bond + 2 w. adv $250; Mark
521255 or Rene 2906/416042
(ah).

Computer, Apple II-I-, 64K,
printer card, 2 floppy drives, 80
column card, Z80 card, detachable keyboard & green monitor,
cared for with manuals, $600
ono; 571769.

House, inner Braddon, 3 br,
beautiful garden, garage, phone,
5 mins walk Civic, $150 p.w. no
group, 479279.

Gemini, s/w, 1979, rego 2 July
1988, $3,500 ono; Washing
machine, large. Whirlpool, auto
$150; Typewriter, Adler, electric, $200; VRC Beta $200; 3640/
851526 (h).
Accommodation Available
House, Forrest, person needed to
share (short term lease) until end
January 1988, 3br (ensuite) large
kitchen/family/living, f/f, swimming pool + 2 studies or 3/4 brs,
suit diploma or academic seeking
short term accommodation
$149.50 p.w. Adrienne Jones
683228 (bh), 952991 (ah).
Cottage, Mossy Point, very comfortable, 3 minutes from beach,
facing tidal creek & mountains,
sleeps six, 486335 (ah).
House, Weetangera, reasonable
rent in exchange for watering
garden, end of Nov to mid Jan
88, 540514.
House, Giralang, f/f, 4br, two
bathrooms, garage, fernery etc,
for responsible persons to end of
February 1988, initially for six
months, 411521 (ah).
Garden Flat, Reid, for single
person, long lease pref, $90 p.w.
plus own electricity, basic furniture, 479279 (ah).
House, Giralang, house-trained
person to share with 2f, Im, close
to buses, $37.50 p.w. 3245/
413148.
Holiday home, modem, Malua
Bay, 50 metres from beach,
sleeps 6, avail 7 Dec-31 Jan
1988, $300 p.w., no smokers,
586726 after 7pm.
House, O'Connor, group home,
pref female, non-smoker, 10
mins to ANU, rent neg, Peter
479839 (ah).
House, Campbell, very comfortable, f/f, couple to share with one
other, mid Jan-early May 1988,
$25 p.w. per person and share
expenses for the right couple,
492341/497616 (h).
Room, Curtin, non-smoker to
share with 2 students, share
costs. Glen Mackie 881111/
811095 (ah).
Garden flat, inner city, 1 br f/f,
phone, $55 p.w., $110 bond;
587072 (ah).
House, O'Connor, mature female
or couple, f/f, available 6 months
neg, sep entrance, garden, sitting
rm & bedroom, share facilities,
rent inclusive $85 p.w. ($100
couple) 3818/477887 (ah).
Graduate student, accommodation on campus available 31 Nov31 Jan 1988, $53 p.w. all inc;
3104.
House, Deakin, share with 2
others, non-smoker, Margaret
851333.
House, 1 person needed to share
home with two other students in
1988, non-smoker, Hisatazu
Matsushige, 3315.
Group house, O'Connor, person
wanted to share, $45 p.w. ($50
bond), Chris 88111 lam/2873pm/
545941 (ah).
House, Campbell, 3br, f/f, avail
late Dec-late Feb 1988, $180
p.w. 573370 (h).
Garden Flat, O'Connor, f/f,
available until mid Jan 1988, $50
p.w. 479149.
House, West Sussex, UK, 3 br,
for similar in Canberra, available
26 Dec-31 January 1988,
957266.

House, Suva, f^f available for 2
months, exchange or rental, 3 br
6 all mod facilities, Rohan
493083/Suva 386742.
Room, large, with BIR, in group
house, $55 p.w., suit semi vego
25 + , 952041.
Rooms, (3) br/living/study, avail
for 8 weeks from end Nov 1987,
$100 p.w. or near offer, 952041.
Beach house, Congo, Moruya,
hideaway, some Dec vacancies,
753550 (bh) 412975 (ah).
House, Holt, 4 br, f/f, 2 nonsmokers to share with one other,
avail 1 Dec-28 Jan 1988, $30
p.w. each + expenses, Greg
837535/548781 (h).
House, Weetangera, large, quiet,
wants non-smoker to share with 2
others, mid-Nov, $60 p.w. +
expenses, Anne 521354/548249
(ah).
House,
O'Connor, female
graduate student wanted to share
home for 1988, 4343.
House, Watson, f/f, 6 mths from
end Jan 1988, all mod cons, low
rent to careful tenant. Norm
2764/411281 (ah).
Garden flat, wanted, male nonsmoker, clean, quiet, accommodation, $40 p.w. + electricity, 23 Quandong St, O'Connor.
House, Garran, 3 br, open fire,
close shops & bus, $155 p.w.;
avail Dec 1987, 3196/821794
(ah).
Room, Downer, in family home,
full board, suit o'seas student,
from 23 Nov-end Feb 1988, $80
p.w. 498874.

House, going on holiday/sabbatical, home, garden & pets
minded, we stay rent free, David
& Christine, ref's available,
571050 or GPO Box 1631, Canberra 2601.
House, interstate person (Perth)
needs accommodation from midNov-Feb 1988, happy to look
after home, Mr Nick Goldie, (09)
3254714 or Dr W. Steffan,
465648/582485 (ah).
House!flat, for married couple,
no children, non-smokers, on
South coast anytime Dec- mid
Jan 1988, Steven 3736/473730
(ah).
House, in Kaleen or Giralang,
3026/583603.
Secretarial
Wordprocessing, fast & accurate
typing of theses, essays etc.
Laser printer, qualified WP
operator, $2 A4 dble spaced,
Sonia 3276/888621.
Typing, theses, essays, correspondence etc, pick up/deliver to
campus, 3290/865712.
Typing, wordprocessing, assignments, theses, reports, IBM compatible, ANU graduate with
secretarial experience, $2 A4
double spaced page, 275509.
Typing, wordprocessing, theses,
essays, resumes, reports, novels,
medical, fast & accurate, variety
of typefaces, student's rates
586201.
Typist, typist extraordinaire, no
job too small, excellent rates,
will pick up & deliver. Dawn
4566/412253.
Word processing, IBM compatible, theses, essays, reports,
manuals typed fast & accurate by
experienced operator at cheap
rates, Karen 910057.
Wanted
Bicycle, large-framed, lightweight, 24" or 25" diamond
frame, for long-legged person,
Jill 493373.
Flute, second hand, good condition, Rae 472527*.
Bike, ladies, JP 3088.

Holiday house. South Coast, for
careful family, 5 person, for 5-6
days sometime between 10-24
Dec 1987, 824378.

Anybody, wanting help or advice
on Insurance, Superannuation, or
Investment, Craig 571415 (ah).
Car booster seat, child's, buy or
borrow for 3 weeks from Nov 27,
477629.

House/Flat, senior staff member,
reliable, clean, non-smoker, will
mind house/flat at reduced rental
until March 1988, must be within
5-10 mins ANU, 3014.

Baby sitter, for four year old
from Februaiy 1988, near ANU
preferably with other pre-school
age child, A. Delves 3634/
275741 (ah).

House,
r e s p o n s i b l e single
graduate student in extremis,
capable gardener, would like to
mind house until at least mid Jan
1988, will look after livestock,
for affordable rent 498826 before
work.

TV, colour, second-hand, pref
portable. Toad Hall, F305,
494722.

Accommodation Wanted

Flat/house, (small) for female,
visiting professor from 1 Jan-31
March 1988, 3295.
House/flat, wanted to mind from
Dec-March 1988 by reliable
student, pets or garden no
problem, Rae 472527.
House, f/f, close to ANU, 2 brs
+ study and double garage, for 3
adults, no pets, from 3 Dec-26
May 1988, Amanda 2939/
583517.
House exchange, near Oxford,
Scientist & family visiting ANU
seek to exchange centrally
heated, period cottage in picturesque village, 20 km from
Oxford, 40 min by train from
London, avail 19 Dec-early Feb
1988, exchange for 3/4 br home,
car swap also possible, 4244.

Miscellaneous
Meditation classes, free, Mondays at 1pm, ANU Counselling
Centre, Group rm. Contact:
485161/571185.
Tuition, experienced flute teacher
available for private tuition, reasonable rates, 816816.

Continued on page 7

Hire a Student
All types of casual and part-time
work wanted, e.g.
• GARDENING • CLEANING •
• CHILD-CARE • TUTORING •
• PARTY HELP • ETC •
Re(iab(e hefp at reasonable rates.

ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
493674
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